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ABSTRACT 
~--------
The EMU (Ex:travehicular Mobility tJn:it) Garments 
and associated hardware were evaluated to deter-
mine if they are qualified for use 1zl the first 
L~r Landing Mission, Apollo XI (s/c 107/IM-5). 
It has been determined that the subject equip-
ment is g.uallfied for this application as sum-
ma.rited :tn this report. 
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The objective of the activities described in this report is 
to assure that the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) garments 
and associated hardware are qualified for use in the first Apollo 
Lunar Landing Mission {Apollo XI, SC 107/!14;-5). This effort in-
cludes a survey of previous Apollo qualification testing, 
mission experience, and testing accomplished since qualifi-
cation for the Apollo X mission to obtain data sufficient to 
provide a high level of confidence in the ability of the mis-
sion hardware to perform all .Ap.ollo XI mission operations in 
the anticipated spacecraft, free space, and lunar surface en-
vironments. This document contains a summary of the activities, 
engineering judgements, and documentation used as a basis for 
determining that the EMU equipment is fully qualified to per-
form a successful. Lunar Landing Mission. 
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The qualification requirements for EMU garments are included in the 
EMU qualification test plan, CSD-A-133E, and are generally divided 
into the three major catagories of testing listed below: 
Design Limit Cycling Tests 
Design Limit Environmental Tests 
Mission Interface Tests 
Most of the EMU equipment used within the ~pacecraft has been qual-
ified for use in previous Apollo missions and is considered qualified 
for the Apollo XI mission. Also, the extravehicular equipment used 
during the Apollo DC mission was qualified for the earth orbital 
application. Therefore 1 additional qualification required for Apollo 
XI includes (1) additional Lunar/EMU environmental and operational 
interface tests, and (2) EMU it.ems which have had significant con-
figuration changes. The detailed specifications for each qualifica-
tion test are contained in a series of CTR's (Certification Test Re-
quirements) which are. considered a part of CSD-A-133. 
~ualification test requirements fur the Lunar Mission which are not 
applicable to previous missions are: 
1. Additional Design Limit Cycling - CTR 1-1 
2. Additional Design Limit Environments 
• Sand and Dust Exposure - CTR 2-3 
• Lunar Landing and Lunar Surface Shock-cTR 2-6 
Lunar Surface Functional Demonstration - CTR 3-2 
Items which have had significant configuration changes include: 
1. Pressure Garment Assembly 
2o Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assembly 
3. Helmet Stowage ~g 
4. Portable Life Support System 
5. OXygen Purge System 
Compliance with each of the qualification test requirements is 
supported by 1) test demonstration, 2) waiver, or 3) rationale for qua.l-
ifcation by similarity to a previously qualified item. This report 
contains summaries of tests for items which fall into category 1, 
reference to waivers for category 2, and rationale for cat.egory 3· 
Refer to document CSD-A-888 for qualification data on items which 
• I 
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required no additional tests for Apollo XI. 
The CTR 1 s in effect and applicable to Lunar Mission Qualification 
are shown below: 
fTI!. REV TITLE RELEASE DATE 
1-l I Design Limit Cycling 5-7-69 
2-1 c Oxygen and Humidity 10-21-68 
2-2 c Salt Fog 10-25-68 
2-3 c Sand and Dust ll-ll-68 
2-4. c Stowage Low Temperature 10-21-68 
2-5 F Vibration 5-8-69 
2-6 E Shock 5-8-68 
2-7 D Acceleration 10-28-68 
2-9 A Odor and Toxicity ll-4.-68 
3-1 E Spacecraft Interface l-22-69 
3-2 B EMU Lunar Surface Demonstration 1-27-69 
3-3 D EMI and Acoustic Noise 3-14-69 
3-4 A EMU Free Space Demonstration ll-15-68 
Table 2-1 shows the detailed qualification requirements for the 
lunar mission applicable to each EMU item, except for the PLSS, 
OPS, and related expendables. Data pertaining to the PLSS, OPS 
and expendables is contained in Sections 7.0 and 8.0 of this document. 
This table shows all exposures for EMU qualification for Lunar 
Landing Mission. Sane tests were als.o applicable to previous Apollo 
missions. Reports of these previous tests are contained in the 
a,Pplicable mission qualification reports. All documents related to 
the entire Apollo EMU qualification test program are referenced in 
matrix form in Section 9.0 of this document. 
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SE.."R.I:S2 
CYCLING 
TESTS · ~ 
REQU"IRED ~ 1:1 ~ 
.FOR ~ ~ j::l LUNAR SURFACE ~ ~ tJ) !•O:SSION ~ ~ ~ A 8 ~ 1-=l tJ) 
CTR NUMBER 1-1 ~-1 12 ... ~ 12--:; 
Pressure Garment Assembly T T T T 
IV Gloves (PG-4.) T T T ~ 
Helmet (PGA) T T T T 
Constant Wear GarDent T T T N 
Fecal Containment Subs. T T T :r:; 
Urine Collection Trans. Assembly T T T N 
Biomedical Instrumentation T T T N 
Bio Belt T T T N 
Communication Carrier T T T N 
Neck Dam T T N N 
Inflight Helmet Stowage Bag T T T N 
Dual Life Vest Asse~bly T T T N 
Penlight T T T N 
Inflight Coverall Garment T T w N 
Liquid Cooled Garoent T T T N 
EV Gloves (.PGA) T T T T 
Lunar Boots (PGA) T T T T 
Extravehicular Visor Assembly N T N T 
Helmet Stowage Bag T T N N 
Helmet Shield T T N N 
EMU Maintenance Kit T T w N 
Purge Valve T T T T 
Portable Life Support System ' c c c c 
Oxygen Purge System c c c c 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assembly T T N T 
DESIGN LIMIT 
VIBRATIC SHOCK 
~ ~ ~ 8 ! ~ § ~ 0 ~ i Q j::l ~ 111 ~ ~ § ~ tJ) j::l 
~ I &":: 8 ~ ::X:: ~ ~ tJ) ~ E-i :s ~ tJ) j::l 0 111 
~l 2-5 2-6 
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T T N N T T N N 
T T N N T T N T 
T T N N T T N N 
T N N N N N N N 
T T N N T T N N 
T T N N T T N N 
T T N N T T N N 
~· T N N T T N N 
N N N N N N N N 
T N w N w w N N 
T T N N N T N N 
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w w w w w w w w 
T N T N N N N N 
T N N T N N T N 
T N N T N N N N 
T N N T N N T T 
T N N T N N T N 
T N N N N N N N 
T W w T W w T W 
T N N T N N N N 
C N N C N N N N 
C N N C N N N N 
T N N T N N T T 
ACCE:J:. 
I ~ f:-i tJ) 
:::<: 2S 0 
2-7 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
N N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
N N 
N N 
T N 
T N 
w w 
N N 
N T 
N T 
N T 
N T 
N N 
w T 
N T 
N c 
N c 
N T 
z 
0 
~ ~ 
H A 
0 g ~ 0 
8 ~ § ~ en ~ ~ H 
~-C 3-~ 
T T 
T N 
T T 
T N 
T T 
T T 
T N 
T N 
T T 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T T 
T T 
T T 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T N 
T T 
c T 
c T 
T T 
,..-"\ 
~ $' lW~ 
<JQ 1-' ;1 n ~CDi~~ CD 0 :J :;:1 c+ ~~~ CD • • 
0 
Ul 
Y' 
:r 
1-' 
w 
VJ 
Notes: c-contra.ctor Res-ponsib i lity) N-Not Applicable} W-WaiveredJ S-Sim.ilari t y , T-Test Reouired. 
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EMU GARMENTS DESIGN LlMIT CYCLING TESTS 
Design Limit Cycling Tests were conducted at IIC!, Dover, Delaware, 
in accordance with document 881270575 which met the requirements 
of CTR 1-l H, dated 7 May 1969. The purpose of the cycling tests 
was to exercise the EMU equipment a number of times in excess of the 
anticipated mission usage in order to gain confidence in the ability 
of the hardware to support the mission. Details of this test activ-
ity are contained in IICI document number 88127oo620. 
3.1 Test Methods 
The method used to conduct cycling tests was to suit an ILCI subject 
in the EMU ga.rinents and have the subject repeatedly exercise each 
flexible and manual aspect of the equipment to the limits specified 
in CTR 1-l H. This includes operation of all equipment closures 
and controls. Mock-ups of the PLSS and OPS are used to verify proper 
interfaces during appropriate portions of the cycling program·. 
A1J. cycling was accomplished in the manned normal operating mode of 
the equipment tested except for a portion of the pressure tests of 
the pressure relief valve. All cycles performed were accomplished 
at the maximum amplitude expected during mission and support usage. 
The Design Limit Cycling Tests subject one set of' equipment to 
cycling operations while being worn under laboratory ambient condi-
tions. The cycles are.representative of those to be encountered dur-
ing actual usage. The number of cycles is based on a factor of 2.0 
times the maximum Apollo operational usage. The operational usage 
was determined from an extensive study of' usage during the Apollo 
mission, preflight, and crew training operations. 
3.2 Test Item Description 
The test articles used for the cycling tests were in a configuration 
which resulted in valid qualification for the lunar mission. The 
items used during conduct of the teste included test articles, sup-
port equipment which ha.d previously been qualified, and test support 
equipment which is not considered a part of this qualification test 
programo All of' this equipment is listed below: 
TEST ARriCLES 
' Pressure Garment Assembly 
Helmet 
IV Gloves 
EV Gloves 
PART N'lMBER SERIAL Nt.MBE:R 
A7L-l00000-42 
A7L-102043-0l 
A7L-l03000-05/-o6 
A7L-203025-09/-l0 
039 
OOl 
o84 
043 
I 
· ; 
( 
•. 
I: 
• I 
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TEST ARTICLES CONT 'T 
Lunar Boots 
Liquid Cooling Garment 
Fecal Containment Subsystem 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assy. 
Purge Valve 
Helmet Stowage Bag 
Helmet Stowage Bag 
Helmet Protective Shield 
Communications Carrier 
EMU Maintenance Kit 
PART NlMBER 
A7L-lo6o43-0l/-02 
ML-400000-09 
A6L- 501000-03 
ATL-~05000-01 
A6L .. 505000-02 
A6L-502000-05 
A6L-502000-07 
ATL-502003-03 
16536G-02 
A6L-503000-05 
PREVIOUSLY QUALIFIED EMU SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
~ 
PLSS Mock-up with RCU 
Mock-up and OPS Simulator 
Data Recording Pens (2) 
Penlight 
SmgJ:a.sses 
Sunglasses Pouch 
Scissors 
Check List 
Crew Log 
Radiation Dosimeter {Mock-up) 
Ch:ronograph (Mock-up) 
watchband {Mock-up) 
Medical Injector 
Force Gauge 
Glove Test Fixture 
PART N1MBER 
HDA02-713901-ll 
SEB1210005:U-2o4 
ACR-FA-4 
CF 55o81-1 
SEB21200034-203 
SDB-42100059-202 
SKB-32100027 
SKB-32100o4o 
SEB-12100039 
SEB-12100030 
~300036-04 
D-50CM 
9o69-l 
029 
o6l 
094 
oo4 
156 
023. 
056 
048 
132 
044 
3·3 Conclusions 
.· ... 
All items tested are considered qualified for the Apollo XI mission 
to the extent o:f design limit cycling. During post-teet examination 
of the PGA, leakage in excess of the maximum allowable was noted 
in several abraded areas of the bladder in the lower torso. A 
reinforcement scuff patch was placed over each of these areas to 
eliminate this leakage. Additional reinforcement scuff patches, 
similar to those used in the upper torso, will be incorporated in 
the flight items. 
The shoulder convolute an::i nr::n assembly configuration used in the 
test PGA (A7L-l00000-42., 3/H 039) was not representatiVe of the 
Apollo XI flight EV units. 'l:he flight items will include an arm 
bearing to improve mobility and reduce the crewman effort requi~d 
( 
' . 
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to perform certain motions. Qualification testing in the form of 
Design Limit cycling was successfully performed per IICI Document 
88J2700274-4o8-2 and TPS .A.A82-0254 on the modified (Resiweld/core 
yarn) Low Torque Ann Assemblies. One Arm Assembly 'trias installed 
on PGA A'TL-053· This Arm was cycled at 3· 75 + 0.25 psig to the 
requirements of CTR 1-1, Revision I, dated 7 May 1969. 
The second Arm Assembly was pressure cycled 0 ·- 6.0 psig for 400 
cycles and 0- 8.0 peig for 100 cycles. In addition, the bearing 
was rotated l~OO cycles. 
The Modified (Besiweld/core yarn) Law Torque Arm Assembly is con-
sidered to have satisfactorily completed Design Limit Cycling 
Qualification Testing, and to that extent, is qualified for pre-
flight and mission usuage. 
' 
.c. 
~ ( 
,. 
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4.1 Sand . e.nd DuSt Tests CTR 2-3 
. ' 
The purpose of the ~ and dust test was· to demonst:r$te the cap-
abiUty of the EMU garment items tc;> endure ~xposure to the most 
severe s&l'ld. and dust env~ranmental e:ltpoeure anticipated during the 
Apollo Mission. The sand e.nd dust test was conducted at White 
Sands, New Mexi~;:o, in accordance with procedure CSD-A-476, which 
met the requirements of CTR 2-3C dated ll Nov •. 1968. 
The test itemS were suspended in a c~ber with the purge 
installed a:nd the Extravehicular Visor Assetnbly attached. 
was pressurized to 3 •. 7 + 0.2 psig. -
' ' ·• . -
valve 
The roA 
The sand B.tld dust che.ra.cteristics and concentration were control-
led anQ. monitored to ensure that the requirements of Mn.-STD-810, 
method 510, were ma.~tained. 
The foll.owing items were tested f-or the sand and dust exposure: 
Pressure. Garment Assembly 
Helmet . 
EV GlOVes . 
~l..JXlB.r :Boots 
Pressure Bellef Valve 
Extravehicular Visor. Assy. 
Purge Valve 
PART NtMBER 
· A?L-100000-22 
A7L-102003-00 
A?L-203000-03/-~ 
A7L-106015-0l/-02 
A?L-104005-06 
A6L-201000-07 
A6L-505000-02 
SERIAL NlMBER 
001 
024 
001 
001 
2045 
015 
129 
EMU items (except the FqA) successfully met the · requirexnents for 
the· sand and dust expos~ and are considered qualified for use on 
the LtinBr SUrface to that extent. Details of .this test are con-
tained in document CSD-A-900. 
After removal of the PGA · frcm the environmental. exposure, the test 
:t.teiiiS were · Yis'l,lB.lly inspected. ':Che left outlet a.nd right inlet gas 
COI1Ilector lock-iocks would not disengage. ~he gas connectors cover 
was not in~ta.lled during the expo~ure.. Two Discrepency Report/ 
Material Review: Records (DR/MRR) weTe initiated against these dis-
crepancies. The disposition of these DR 1s indicated that no cor-
rect:t:ve action was required since the gas connector cover was not 
attached. After closure of the subject DR 1 s the subject MR' s were 
reopened as a result of a proposed change in the PGA configuration 
(i.e. removal of the gas c,onnectora cover for Apollo XI Lunar Surface 
Operations). The subject MR's were then closed after ewl~tion of 
the mission impact should such a. ma.l:f'unction occur on the Lunar sur-
face. A procedure was developed, as documented in the EMU Operational 
Data Handbook, which permits uae of the Water Dispenser /Fire Extinguisher 
to clean the disconnects upon reentering the LM cabin after a Lunar sur-
face excursion. 
. I 
( 
( 
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( 
\ 
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Shock Tests ~ CTR 2-6 
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The purpose of the Impact Shock Test was to demonstrate the capabil~ 
ity of the EMU garment items to endure exposure to Design Limit Impact 
Shocks for Intra vehicular, Earth Landing, Lunar Landing and Lunar 
Surface shock levels. Intravehicular and Earth Landing shock tests 
were accomplished on all applicable equipment as a part of the 
q_ualificatian :for the Apollo IX mission. Therefore, the impact 
shock testa remaining for qualification to the Lunar Landing Mission 
were 1) IM stowed equipment and 2) Lunar Surface Impact Tests, 
Details of these tests are contained in document CSD-A-900 and sum-
marized belQw. 
IM Stowed EqUipment - Lunar Landing Shock 
The LM stowed equipment was subjected · to the Lunar Landing shock 
environmental tests at MSC on March 19, 1969. The test was accom-
plished in accordance with procedure CSD-A-482 which met the re-
q_uirements of CTR 2-6c. The test articles were subjected to a 
simulated impact load of 8.0 g in the -X direction eombined w:Lth the 
effect of 14.0 rad/sec2 angular acceleration normal to the 8.0 g 
shock. The LEVA, EV gloves (part of PGA) and EMU Maintenance Kit 
were stowed in the HSB with the oag attached to the impact plate in 
the same manner as in the spacecraft. 
The following test articles were used in the LM Stowed Equipment 
Lunar Landing Shock Test: · 
Helmet Stowage Bag 
EMU Maintenance Kit 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor 
EV Gloves (part of PGA) 
PART NWBER 
A6L- 50'2000-05 
A6L-503000-04 
A'TL-205000-01 
A'TL-203025-01/-02 
SERIAL NlMBER 
024 
022 
001 
057 
The above items successfully completed the test and are considered 
qualified for use in Apollo XI and subsequent )tlisaions to the extent 
of Lunar Landing Impact Shock. 
Lunar Surface !mpact Shock 
The purpose of the Lunar Surface Impact Shock Test was to determine 
if the helmet and Extravehicular Visor Assembly could withstand 
specific impact loads and remain pressurized. This test was accom-
plished at MSC on Februar y 20 1 1969, in accordance with procedure 
CSD-A-840 which met the req,uirements of CTR -2-6c. The helmet (P /N 
A7L-102003-o8, S/N 024) and EVVA (P/N A6L-201000-07, S/N 015) were 
impact tested with 100 f't / l bs. impact energy and 115 .:!:. °F and 250 
+ 5 OF temperature exposure to the helmet and EVVA, respectively. 
Details of this test are contained in document CSD-A-938. There 
was no loss o~ pressure integrity or destruction of the EVVA on 
( 
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completion of the f:t:'ont and side impacts. Thes.e items successfully 
completed this test, and are therefore considered qualified for 
lunar surface impact shock. The Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assembly 
is considered qualified for this exposure by similarity as stated in 
6.2.7 of this document. 
Additional .Environmental Tests Due to Configuration Changes 
Pressure Garment Assembly Tests 
The PGA items which required additional environmental exposures 
due to configuration changes include the helmet, pressure gage:~ 
and redesigned arm. 
Helmet - Oxygen and Humidity Test 
The helmet was changed from. P/N A7L-l0;~003-07 to P/N 102043-01. 
The current helmet is qualified by similarity to the previous 
version in all respects except for the feedport gasket torque 
values. An a:x:ygen and humidity test was conducted on the new 
helmet to verify that the cha.nged torque values effectively minimize 
leakage of the helmet while subjected to this environment. This 
test was conducted in accordance with procedure CSD-A-6o4 as mod-
ified by TPS 11921815, which met the requirements of CTR 2-lC. 
Before and after cenducp of the test the leakage was less than 4.0 
sec/min (spec. is 10.0 sec/min). The helmet P/N A7L-102o43-0l 
is therefore qualified to the extent of this environment. See 
document GSD-A-900. 
Pressure Gage Tests 
The pressure gage was changed from P/N A7L-lo4025-03 to P/N A7L-
lo4025-o4. This change consists of changing the range o;f operation 
from 2.5-5.0 psi to 2.5~6.0 psi and replacing the dial. In order to 
qualify this change, IV impact shock and IV vibration tests were per-
formed. See document CSD-A-900. 
Pressure Gage - IV Impact Shock Test 
Pressure gage f/N A7L-lo4025-o4, S/N 256, was shock ·tested at MBG 
on 4-16-68 in accordance with procedure CSD-A-483 as modified by 
TPS 11922011, which met the requirements of CTR 2-6G. Details of 
this test are contained in document CSD-A-900. The pressure gage 
successfully passed this test and is therefore considered q,ualified 
to the extent of this exposure. 
Pressure Gage - IV Vibration Test . 
Pressure gage P/N Aj'L-lo4025-o4, S/N 256 was then vibration tested 
in accordance with procedure CSD-A-477 on a suited anthropomorphic 
dummy at MBG on 4-27-69. ' The details of the' test are alBo contained 
• 
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in document CSD-A-900. The pressure gage successfully completed the 
vibration and is therefore considered qualified to this extent. Ali 
other environmental exposures are considered to be ~ualified by 
similarity of configuration to the earlier version (P/N A7L-lo4025-03). 
PGA Redesigned Arm - Thermal Vacuum Test 
The mobility of the PGA has been improved by the incorporation of a 
redesigned arm configuration. This new configuration was tested at 
U.CI, Dover, Delaware, to the extent of design limit cycling and was 
also tested at MSC in a manned thermal-vacuum test.. The PGA arm 
bearing thermal-vacuum test was conducted in SESL Chamber B on May 
16, 1969 with Mr. J. Mays as the test subject. The PGA (A7L-l00000-
61, S/N 053) was modified to include the following right arm con-
figuration: 
TLSA Assembly 
Upper Arm 
Shoulder Convolute 
Arm Bearing 
Shoulder turn around ring 
Lower Arm 
Cable Elbow Convolute 
I'l'MG Arm Assembly 
Upper Arm 
Lower Arm 
A7L- lo4059- 02 
A6L-1040o6-02 
A7L-lo4050-0l 
A7L-lo4074-0l 
A7L - lo4058-02 
A7L-104.o68-0l 
A7L-20ll00-07 
A7L-20ll39-02 
The test subject entered the manlock and spacesuit pressure decay 
checks were made at a.mbi.ent pressures of 14.7, 5. o, and 0 psia 
(mac:i.mum altitUde). During dynamic pressure decay checks, the crew-
man moved his right ann through several specific motions. He stood. 
motionless for static checks. No discernable pressure decay was 
noted during any of the six checks made. 
The crewman entered the main chamber (under c old wall conditions) 
and subjected the EMU to a 30-minute cold soak period in wb..ich the 
right arm of the PGA was exercised. Static ar1d dynamic pressure 
decay checks were again performed with no increase in leakage 
observed. 
Chamber heat sources were activated and the EMU was subjected to a 
30-minute hot soak period. The crewman agtdn exercised th-:: right 
a:rm. Static and dynamic checks were once more performed w:l.th the 
same resuJ.ts as the previous tests. 
The above test showed that the redesigned ann configuration had 
no significant leakage during the teat either while in motion or 
motionless. The mobility of the right ann was demonstrated to be 
significantly superior to that of the left arm (old config·iration). 
( 
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At one point the crewman demonstrated that with equivalent effort 
his right hand could be raised about a foot higher than his left 
hand. The crewma.Il. reported that he could not feel the arm bearing 
or any hot or cold spots during the test. The creWIDan also report-
ed that all EMU controls were accessible and operable with the new 
arm configuration. 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assembly - Odor and Toxicity Test 
The lunar extravehicular visor assembly (P/N A7L-205000-0l) is an 
upgraded version of the previously used extravehicular visor 
assembly (EVVA P/N A6L-20l000). The major differences between the 
two items is the addition of "blinders 11 , change of visor material to 
polysulfone, and stowage of visors under this insulated shell rather 
than outside. This item is considered qualified by similarity to 
the EVVA for all individual environmental exposures except for Odor 
and Toxicity. LEVA part number A'TL-205000-01, s/N 004, was exposed 
to the odor and toxicity test at White Sands on May 10, 1969. The 
procedure was defined in TPS 11931541, which met the requirements of 
CTR 2-9A. 
As a result of the test, DR No. 11931747 was initiated against the 
LEVA, because of an odor panel score of 2.8 (2.5 or less is aecept-
able). However, the ratio of test item weight to test chamber vol-
ume was out of specification. When this factor is taken into account, 
the corrected score is 1.8 which is acceptable. Thas the LEVA is 
considered . qualified to the extent of this exposure. 
,· 
\ 
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LUNAR SUBF.ACE FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRA!L'ION - CTR 3-2 
5.1 Introduction 
A Lunar Surface Functional Demonstration was conducted at the Space 
Environment Simulation Laboratories (SESL) in the period from Feb-
ruary 20 1 1969 through March 7, 1969, as report~d in document CSD-
A-910. This demonstration consisted of six manned EMU thermal-vaduum 
tests and was accomplished in accordance with the requirements of 
CTR 3-2:8 dated January 27, 1969. The purpose of this series of 
tests was to demonstrate the futl.Ctional capability of the EMU to 
accomplish the lunar surface excursions of the Apollo mission at 
the most severe nominal environments. The following i,s a el;lXll.:. 
mary of the tests accomplished and the purpose of each. 
TEST NO. DATE ~ PURPOSE 
1 2/20/69 Lunar Plain-Night Demonstrate the ability 
of the EMU to support 
the ere~ during a 
lunar night or while 
working in a shadow. 
2 2/22/69 Lunar Plain-Day Demonstrate the capa-
bility of the EMU to 
properly support the 
crewman during a lunar 
plain day with a 33 
degree sun angle. 
3 2/24/69 Lunar Crater-Day Demonstrate the capabil-
ity of the EMU to properly 
support the crewman during 
a lunar day in a 10:1 as-
·pect ratio spherical crater 
with a 33 degree sun angle. 
4 2/26/69 Lunar Crater-Day Demonstrate the capability 
of the EMU to properly 
support the crewman during 
a lunar day in a 10:1 aspect 
ratio spherical crater 
with a 48 degree sun angle. 
( 
• I 
I 
IT.IDM 
Pressure Garment Assembly 
.ITM} 
Helmet 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor 
Assembly 
EV Gloves 
LuPer · Boots 
Oxygen Purge System 
PISS 
Liquid Cooling Garment 
Communication Carrier 
Fecal Containment System 
Glove· Inserts 
Purge Valve 
Roll-on Cuff 
Urine Collection and Transfer 
Assembly 
Safety Instrumentation · 
Package 
ITMG Gas Connector Cover 
ITMG Ga~ ~onnector Cover 
Ext.ens:i,on 
--- - \ \ . .. { . 
'.\ ' 
TEST ~tir'U' w.JRATIQ] 
P~NO. 
A '7L-l00000- 42 
A7L-20ll0-0l 
A 7L-l0204 3-01 
A'JL-205000-01 
A[L-203025•01/02 
ArL-106043-03/04 
SV73010l-2-2Pl 
SV706100-6-4Pl 
A6L-400000-09 
16536G-04 
A6~501000-02 
·A7~102056-05/06 
A61.150 5000-02 
\ 
14-283-5 
14-0~02-42 
\ 8-4Al00~ 
A 7Ir-20~9-0l 
119208;!.0~2 
I 
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MISSION "G" CONFIGUR-
ATION PART NO. 
S/N 
050 ATL~l00000-71/-74 
057 
003 ATL-102043-01 
001 A[L-205000-01 
057 A[L-203025-09/10 
030 A7L-106043-05/o6 
010 SV7301Ql-2-;L2 
017 SV7o61Q0~6-l4. 
072 A6L-400000-ll 
133 16536G-04 
039 A6L- 501000-0 5 
050 
141 . A6L-505000-0l~ 
NjA 
3348 14-0108-02 
2 N/A 
057 N/A 
001 N/A 
Table 5 - l B:quipment used for Lunar SUrface Functional Demonstration 
(' 
I 
\ 
~ST NO. ~ 
Delta Test 3/7/69 Cold Soak Test 
Off-Design 2/28/69 Hot Case Test 
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PURPOSE 
Evaluate the ability of 
the EMU to maintain body 
temperatures under worst 
case cold conditions • 
Define the performance 
envelope during the lunar 
day in craters with aspect 
ratios of 10:1, 8:1, 6:1, 
and 5:1 • 
. 5.2 Description of Test Hardware 
5-3 
The EMU hardware listed in Table 5-l was used for all tests in this 
series. This equipment; is representative of the configuration used 
in the Apollo XI mission. 
Test Methods 
Each of the tests of this series was conducted in Chamber 11B11 at 
SESL. The basic procedures used for all tests were similar, 
in that the chamber pressure is reduced and maintained at 1 X 10-6 
torr and the chamber walls and floor are maintained at -300D:F. The 
crewman was escorted to the manlock where the PLSS/OPS was donned. 
Communications checks were acccmplished and the crewman trans-
ferred from the portable suit ventila.tors to the :facility envir-
onmental control system. The ?LSS/OPS was suspended from a trolley 
system which supported approximately 40 percent of the PLSS/OPS 
weight and restrained the crewman in an upright position. The man-
lock was then evacuated to 250 torr, the PLSS was activated and 
a pressure decay test of the PGA was performed. The manlock pres-
sure was then reduced to 16o torr. PLSS operation and 
PGA pressure relief valve function were verified. The PLSS eubli-
mator was started at a manlock pressure of 0.5 torr. Manlock pres-
sure was reduced to minimum7 final EMU checks were accomplished, 
manlock to main chamber pressure was equalized, and the chamber 
door was opened. 
The crewman entered the main chamber and moved 'to the exercise 
stand. The PLSS/OPS trolley system moved along a monorail to sup-
port the EMU. After the crewman was positioned in the exercise 
stand, he exercised by stepping up and down on a five-inch step. 
The step rates were varied to produce the desired ~tabolic rates. 
.. ... ,,. f 
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After completion of the test profile, the crewman moved to the man-
lock and closed the main chamber door. The PLSS sublimator was 
turned off and the manlock pressurized to 250 torr. When a pressure 
of 250 torr was reached the PLSS was turned off and the facility 
ECS system was activated. The manlock was then returned to ambient 
pressure and the crewman exited the test facility. 
Ambient Rl:Uls 
Crewman ·? J performed a full dress ambient run in accordance 
with the procedure on February 12. Both crewmen performed the 
ambient runs using the same hardware which was used for the ther-
mal vacuum runs. The ambient tests provided crewman with ingress and 
egress training and familiarization for using the EMU with SESL 
support equipment. A verification of the test proced-
ures was accomplished and the final ·procedure was prepared for the 
thermo-vacuum tests. The tests also gave b a chance to make 
final adjustments to the EMU and supporting hardware. 
Lunar Plain .Night Conditions - Test No. 1 
February 20, Crewman - ... -
Crewman suit-up was complete at 1030 hours and he entered 
the chamber at 1158 hours. A cold soak test was the first test 
phase. A13 the EMU cooled.J the crewman commented that the silicone 
finger tips of his gloves b_e~ ·~.§M'11k-Y 11 • The backs of the gloves 
were 4o0]' when the "sticking'' Wa.s".ri6ticed and -430]' when the "stick-
ing" ceased. The crewman grasped a -185~ rod with no discomf'ort. 
During the test, slight fogging of the outer protective visor oc-
curred in the f'orm of milky rings about 4 inches in diameter. These 
rings were later attributed to water vapor from the PLSS sublimator 
exhaust, which had also frosted the facility mirror used by the 
crewman to check areas of the EMU that are out of his range of 
vision. The crewman performed a 550 RrU/hr cold soak f'or 60 minutes, 
a 1200 BTU/rJ.T exercise for 30 minutes 1 a 2000 BTU/hr exercise for 
1') minutes wlth feedwater valve closed> a 10 minute rest, a 1200 
BTU/hr exereise for 20 minutes with PLSS off, and OPS on and a 1200 
BTU/hr exercise for 20 m:Lnutes under transient conditions with the 
solar simulator on and chamber floor heated. The transient test was ljlOt 
effective becauHe the chamber temperatures did not rise fast enough. 
The crewman egressed at 1542 hours. During post-test briefing, the 
crewman connnented that the EMU had maintained him at a. comfortable 
level in all phases of the test;. 
Lunar Plain Day Conditions - Te st No. 2 
( 
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On Saturday, February 22, the lnnar plain day condition test with a 
33°. sun angle was performed. The lnnar crater simulator was turned 
on to simulate the IR energy radiated from a lunar plain. The Crewman 
entered the chamber at 1631. A teflon sheet was attached to the 
EMU between the PLSS and PGA to prevent the PLSS from rubbing holes 
in the ITMG, since several holes were noticed in the back of the 
:mMG after the previous test. This was the result· of abnormal loads 
caused by the restraint system attached to the PLSS and_ the. "one G" 
environment. During this test the cre'Will&l performed !l 1600 BTU/hr 
exercise for 20 minutes, a 2000 BTU/hr exerc~~ •. f~i;:~5 minutes, a 1000 
BTU/hr exercise for 15 minutes, a 40 minute rai~ rW«-600 BTU/hr exer-
cise for 20 minutes, a 2000 Btu/hr exercise for 15 minutes, a 1000 
BTu/hr exercise for 15 minutes and a 15 m.in)l.te rest. A cold trans-
ient test was deleted when the PLSS water supply was exhausted at 
1920 hours. It was evident from Test No. 1 that the transient test 
-would not be beneficial because of the slow temperature response of 
the chamber. Dur~g the test the crewman experienced no hot spots in 
the PGA. · T~i:!Ei-~& no fogging of the helmet or visor 1 and the l?linders 
for the helmet were very useful when the solar simulators were on. The crew 
commented that his feet got warm when he stepped across a rail used 
to position the work stand, but it was not unccmfortable. He comment-
ed during the post-test brief~t~ the EMU kept him._com-
fortable during all phases of ·~. 
Lunar Crater Day Condition - Test No. 3 
February 24 Cre~n - ••••• It 
On Monday, February 24, the lunar crater day condition test with 
a 330 angle sun and a 10:1 aspect ratio spherical crater was per-
formed. The crewman entered the chamber at 1148 hours. During 
this test, the crewman ,Performed a 1600 BrU/hr. exercise for 
30 minutes, a 2000 BTU/hr. exercise for 15 minutes, a 1000 mu/ 
hr. exercise for 15 minutes, a 30 minute rest·, a 2000 BTU/hr. · 
exercise for 15 minutes, a 1000 BTU/hr. exercise for 15 minutes) 
and a 2000 BTU/hr. exercise for 15 minutes with sun and crater 
simul.a.tors off. While performing the 1600 BTU/hr. ex~rcise facinp; 
the solar simulator, the crewman reported the back of his right hand was 
getting hot. The outer cover L9.yers of the glove were l63uF and 
182~. The thermocouple on the back of his hand indicated 99°F. 
There was no fogging or hot spots in the PGA. During post-test 
briefing, the crewman commented that the EMU had maintained him 
comfortably during all phases of the test. 
·r,J 1 
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Lunar Crater Day Condition - Test No• 4 
February 26 Crewman - 7 
·an Wednesday, February 26, the lunar crater day condition test 
with a 48° sun and a 10:1 aspect ratio spherical crater was per-
formed. The crewman entered the chamber at 1122. He performed a 
1600 BTU/hr. exercise for 30 minutes , a 2000 BTU/hr. exercise for 
15 minutes, a 1000 BmU/hr . exercise f or 30 minutes, rest for 20 
mintites , a 2600 BT U/ hr . exercise f or 30 minutes) a 2000 F!rU/ hr. 
exercise for 1.5 m.inu.t es, a 1000 B'l'U/ hr . exercise for 20 minutes, 
a 9 m.inu · eat";·a~a 1200 BTU/hr . exercise for 20 minutes with 
PLSS off and OPS on. During the first exercise period with solar 
simulator on, and the cre-wman facing the sun, he ccmmented that the 
inside of the helmet was about the same temperature as his body, 
and that the feedport was cool to the touch of his lips. The sun 
visor temperature was 109° F at this time. · During a "hot rod" EV Glove test, 
the crewman commented that the back of his hands were hot. This 
was caused by the nearness of his hand to an -element of the lunar 
crater simulator. The crew.man reversed hands such that the lunar 
crater simulator element would not be a factor in the evaluation. The rod 
temperature was 198UJ!' a.ii.d the prewman grasped the rod with no 
discomfort. During the OPS evaluation, the crewman commented that 
the OPS was not cooling as well as the PL.SS, but it kept him 
comfortable. During post-test briefjng~ the crewman commented tpat 
the EMU kept him comfortable during all phases of tbe test. 
Cold-Soak Test 
March 7 Crewman 
The crewman entered the chamber. at 1154 hours. P~ter the inner 
door of the chamber was opened, the crewman remained in the man-
lock until a stable set of data was obtained from the PLSS. 
The crewman ingressed the chamber and performed a 2000 BTU/hr. 
exercise for 20 minutes with the PLSS diverter valve at maximum 
cooling. The PGA was adjusted in size before the test and the crew-
man felt it to be more comfortable, and offered less· resistance 
to body movement than during the previous test series. 
A one-hou.l:' cold soak and. rest pe~riod with chamber solar and crater 
simulators off, was started at 2126. The crewman commented. t·hat 
all illuminated PLSS dials 1·1ere clearly readable in the dark. The 
PLSS diverter valve was positioned to m.:inimum and the LCG lost 
coolin~ slowly. At 1233 the LCG had stabilized and the·crewman 
could fe,~l no cooling. •. At 13-19 hours 1 the crewman cornrn.ented that 
his fingers were getti.ng cotn. The PLSS water transport loop d.l.f-
ferential temperature read. 0.9oF with no sj.Vl of free:t.ing. 
., . 
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At 1326 hours, the crewman performed a 2000 FirU/hr. exercise for 
15 minutes. At 1341, another rest and cold soa.k for 45 Illl,nutes was 
begun. While the crewman kneejest, a warning tone sounded 
with no flag. After experime~ to reproduce the tone, it was 
found that when the volume of the suit was changed by kneeling, 
small spikes of high 02 flow triggered the tone, but the spikes 
did not last long enough to trigger the warning flags. 
Off Design., Hot-case Test 
An of'f-design limit test of the EMU was performed in Chamber 11B11 
at SESL/MSC on February 28, 1969, with II I b as the crewman. 
The EMU equipment and procedures used the previous Lunar Surface 
Qualification Test performed February 18 through 26 were used in 
this test. The crewman carried the complete weight ' of the PLSS 
with a safety line attached to the trolley system. 
The cre-wman performed varying metaboilic rates while the simulated 
lunar crater was set at a 10:1, 8:1, and 5:1 aspect ratio. The 
p_osition of the EMU was varied in relation to the chamber solar 
simulator in order to evaluate the EMU in all positions. The 
Lunar Extravehicular Visor was the only item of EMU equipment 
to reach its design limit temperature. The EMU supported the 
crewman comfortably in all phases of the test. 
The lunar crater was . set for a 10:1 aspect ratio spherical crater 
for the following test phases: 1500 P!l!.U/hr. exercise for 5 minutes, 
2000 BTU/hr. exercise for 5 minutes, a rest for 5 minutes. The lunar 
c r ater was t hen set for a 8:1 as~ect ratio spherical crater for the 
following tes t phases: 3000 P!l!.Ufhrg£2, § minutes, rest for 5 min-
ute s , maximum work rate (3600 mu/ . for 5 minutes, rest for 5 
minutes, 2 500 BTU/hr. for 5 minutes, 1500 FirU/hr. for 5 minutes, 
and the rest for 5 minutes. The lunar crater was then adjusted to 
a p;l aspect ratio; but, since the EMU temperature was still under 
specification limits, it was decided to increase the crater to a 
5:1 aspect ratio. 
During a 5 minute exercise period with the crater set at an aspect 
ratio of 5:1, the crewman's hands became hot. The visor tentperat ure 
read 287°F with the helmet temperature at 109oF; As the gloves be-
came hot, the lunar crater simulator was reduced t ·::J a. 10: l aspect 
ratio. The LEVA was the only component of the EMU that approached 
the design limit temperature. 
After a 5 minute rest, the PLSS was turned off and the OPS activated. 
The crewman then performed a 2000 BTU/hr. exercise for 15 minutes, 
and a 2500 BTU/hr. exercise for 10 minutes. The cre-wman t.hen egres-
sed the chamber at 1800 hours. · 
( 
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For this test} liquid crystals were attached to the helmet and visor 
which were to chang'? colore as the helmet and visor changed temp-
eratures. During the test; ·ttle crewman could not distinguish any 
color changes of the liquid crystals. The cre'WIIIB.D. commented that 
when he placed all his weight on one foot, he could feel an increase 
in the temperature of his feet. Several warning tones sounded with-
out the PLSS BCU flags. This was later determined to be short 
spikes of high oxygen flow that were not long enough to trigger the 
flags. The crewman commented in post-test briefing that the EMU 
performed well, and he had no serious problema that would prevent 
the EMU fram performing as well on the lunar surface~ 
5.4 Conclusions 
During all phases of the Lunar Surface Demonstration test series, 
the EMU adequately supported the metabolic work· rates under all 
environmental conditions experienced. All specified test objectives 
were demonstrated and the EMU is considered qualified for the Apollo 
XI mission to the extent of lunar surface operations. 
-
·. 
( 
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6.0 
CONFIG~ION OF APOLLO XI HARDWARE 
Qualification of the Apollo XI hardware is based on 1) the conduct 
of formal tests and 2) previous mission usage of like items. Figure 
6-l presents a summary of the configuration of EMU items tested 
versus the configuration of Apollo XI equipment. Figure 6-2 pre-
sents the configurations of equipment uaed for previous Apollo 
missions~ 
Since the configuration of the EMU items has changed as missiOn 
applications have evolved, much of the previous testing was accomp-
lished using earlier configurations than is scl1ed_uled for Apollo 
XI. Where the changes in configuration were minor, preVious test 
experience was justification for qualification by similarity, and 
the item was used for a .mission. If changes were significant enougb 
to invalidate qualification by similarity, additional testing was · 
accomplished to verify that the current configuration is qualified 
for the intended mission application. The decision as to whether 
or not an item is similar enough to "proven items to qualify for 
mission usage was made on the basis of engineering judgement, as 
documented herein. 
Once an item is qualified for mission usage, either by test or 
similarit y 1 i t is c onsi der ed qualif ied for subsequent similar 
mission usage. Theref ore, items qualif ied and used for previous 
miss ions in t he c onfigurati on applicable to Apollo XI are not re-
ported in this document., but a r e reported in the. qualification re-
port f or the f irst mission i n which the item was used. These 
previous reports are referenced in sectian 9.0 of this document. 
6.1 Configuration of Hardware Tested 
Ftgure 6-l shows a ll t est r equi1'ements applicable to the Apollo 
XI mission 1 a long with the c onfiguration of Apollo XI hardware, 
c onfi guration of i t ems a ct ually t ested, and comments as to how each 
i ·tem is qualif i ed . In using figure 6-l, the following rules ap-
ply f or the qualification comment s ; 
a) Qualified -The item was subjected: to all required t~ste in 
the Apollo XI configuration and s uccessf'ully 
met qualification criteria, as re·portea.· ~n pre-
vious qualification test reports. 
b) Similarity - The item tested was not the Apollo XI con-
figuration, but vras qualified by similarity for 
use in previous missions as documented . in pre- . 
vious qualification reports, and the item has 
been successfully used in space (qualification 
. ' 
,.-
ITEM 
SEB13100061-208 
A6L- 501000-0 5 
14-0108-02 
BEB42100083-]06 
SEB13100084-202 
16536o-04 
SEB13100077-206 
SE:Bl!Ol00165-203 
ACR-FA·5 
JJI-106o-001/002 
A6L-400000-11 
A7L-203025-0'J/10 
A 7L-lo6043-05/061-0l/02 
A'TL-205000-01 
A6L- 502000-07 
A7L-502003-03 
.AflL-503000-07 
At5L-505000-~ 
A6L-507000-02 
SV70610Q-6-14 
BV730l01-2·12 
A6L-201000-o6 
-22 
-05/06 
-01 
-22 
-05/06 
A'TL-102003 
-08 
-207 
-02 
-02 
-301 
-201 
10625G-08 
-202 
-202 
.----
FIC~llm: 6-1 Q.tJALIFICATIOii COIIFIGUIWriON BlHW!Y 
--------
See 6.2.6 
See 6.2. 7 
See 6.2.8 
See 6.2.9 
See 6.2.12 
~-v~ • I Bee 6o20 l3 
Similarity 
~ •. ~~ Seet1ou 7 
Seet1ou B 
Hot lleqiJI.red 
liiiH' 
r
" i. ~i (t g g. 
!~~ , .... 
/- ~ 
. 
APOUJ:J VII APOIU> VIII APOLLO IX APOIU> X APOUJ:J XI 
I'l'EM PART NGIBER MISSION C MISSION C' MISSION D MISSION F MISSIOO G QUALIFICATION 11A.RJl,'AHE HABDW'ARE RAR!lrrAHE HARilWIE liABWARE STATU3 
Preas ure Garment Assembl,y (IV) A~lOOOOO -18 -33 -56 -67 -72 See 6.2.1 
Pressure Garment Aseembl,y (EV) A'TL-100000 -16 -37/-40 -54 -63/.-68 -74/-71 See 6.2.1 
IV Gloves A'TL-103000 -01/-02 -01/-02 -05/-06 -05/-06. -19/-18 See 6.2.1 
Helmet A7L-102003 -07 -07 -11 -ll N/A See 6.2.1 A7Ir-102043 N/A -01 N/A N/A -01 
Constant Wear Garment BEBl3100061 -205 -208 -208 -208 -208 Qualified iD C' 
Fecal Containment Subs. A6L-501000 N/A -02/-03 -02/-03 -02/-03 -05 See 6.2.2 
Urine Collection Trans. Asey. 14-0108 -02 -02 -02 -02 -02 Qualified in C 
Biomedical Instrumentation SEB42100083 -301 -305 -305 -306 -306 Qualified in F 
Bio lle1t SEB13100084 -201 -202 -204 -202 -202 Qualified in C' 
Communications Carrier 16536G -03 -02/-03 -02 -04 -04 Que.llfied in F 
Inf'llght Hel.met Stowage Bag SEB13100077 -206 -206 -206 -206 -206 Qualified in C 
Dual. Life Vest Asaembl,y SEB40100165 -20.2 -203 -203 -203 -203 Qualified in C' 
Penlight ACR-FA -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 Quallfied in D 
Infllght Coverall G!i!orment SEB13100062 -206 -204 -003/-004 -003/-004 BW1060-001 See 6.2.3 BW1043 N/A .003/-004 
-002 
Liquid Coollng Gannent A6L-400000 N/A ll/A -09 -09 -ll See 6.2.4 
EV Gloves A6L-203000 II/A N/A -03/-04 N/A -09/-10 See 6.2.5 A7L-203025 N/A -Ol/-02 
Lunar Bo.ota A7L-l06043 N/.A N/A N/A N/A -05/-06 See 6.2.6 
Extravehicu.lar Visor Aseembl,y A7L-20l000 l'i/A N/A -07 
·"N/t. 
N/A Not Required 
Lunar Extmvehicu.lar Visor A7L-205QOO N/A N/A N/A -01 See 6.2.7 
Hel.met Stowage Bag A6L-5Q2000 l'i/A N/A -05 -05 -07 See 6.2.8 
HelJilet Shield A'TL-502003 N/A N/A -01 -02 -03 .See 6.2.9 
EMU Maintenance K1 t A6L-503000 -04 -04 -05 -05 -Q7 See 6.2.12 
CWG Electrical Harness A6L-507000 N/A N/A N/A -02 -02 Qualified in F 
Portable Life Support System SV706100 N/A l'i/A -5-5 -5-5 -6-14 Section 7 
Bemote Control Unit SV721783 N/A N/A -4 -4 -5 Section 7 
LiOH Cartridge SV7l0854 N/A N/A -4/-5 -4/-5 -9 Section 7 
Battery SV70l900 N/A N/A N/A N/A -9/-10 Sect:ion 7 
Oxygen Purge System SV730l0l N/A N/A -l-1 -1-5 -2-12 Section 8 
Purge Valve A6L-505000 ri/A N/A -02 -03 -o4 See 6.2.13 
PUJS/EVCS Aaaembl,y SEBlllooo66 N/A N/A N/A N/A -319 See 6.2.10 
PUJS/EVCS Asaembl,y SEBlll00066 N/A N/A N/A N/A -320 See 6.2.10 
Feedwater Collection Bag .Jm080 N/A N/A N/A N/A -001 See 6.2.11 
~~'l'il rGr~~. G 0 1:1 .,::Sct-ct-~~ ~·~ 
FIGURE 6.2 MISSION CONFIGURATION SlM>!ARY 
( 
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6.1 b (Cont.) in itself). 
c) See 6.2_- The Apollo XI configuration differs from items 
qualified by usage in previous missions and from 
the item tested. Rationale for the qualifica-
tion of these items is contained herein as a 
part of section 6.2 "Qua.lifi:cation of Apollo 
XI Config1,ll'ation Hardware". 
6.2 gualification of Apollo XI Configuration Hardware 
6.2.1 
Figure 6-2 shows the dash number configuration of the EMU garments 
and associated equipment for previous Apollo missions. The qual-
ification status column indicates the rationale :for Apollo XI 
qualification of each item. In all cases where the dash number of 
the Apollo XI item differs from that of any previous mission, a 
reference to a part of this section is included. 
Although other sections of this d.ocuroent contain reports of testing 
activities req;uired to qualify EMU items for .Apollo x:r, this section 
relates· all applicable testing and rati.onale to each end item which 
has had any configuration change or required additional test.ing 
exposures for the Lunar Mission. · 
of the Pressure Garment Assembl 
-72 
l 
The Pressure Garment Assembly (PGA) P/N A7L-100000- ··71/~72!-74 ar~ . au~l­
ified for use in the Apollo XI mission for the following reasons. 
·-- a ·--- ·---- -----··•-• 
NOTE: Although the EV Glo'Ves and Lunar Boots are technically a part 
of the PGA they are reported separately in 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 
respectively. 
1. Cycling - PGA P/N, A7L-100000-42, S/N 039, successfully com-
pleted Lunar Mission Cycling tests as reported in section 3. 0 
of this document. 
2. Environments - The following items successfully completed the 
environmental tests shown as reported in CSD-A-888 and herein. 
ITEM ENVIRONMENT CTR 
PGA A'TL-100000-22 0 2 and Humidity 
o2 and Humidity · 
0 2 and .Humidity 
Salt Fog 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-2 
2-2 
2-3 
IV Gloves A'TL-103000-05/06 
Helmet A7L-102043-0l 
PGA A7L-100000-22 
IV Gloves A7L-103000-05/06 
Helmet A7L-l02003-08 
PGA A'i'L-100000-22 
Helmet. A'TL-102003-08 
PG:A A.(L-100000-22 
Salt Fog 
Salt Fog 
Sand and Dust 
Sand and Dust 
Stowage Low Temperature 
· 2-3 
2-4 
- -~ 
.......... ,_~· : 
'• : 
I ' 
.. 
( 
·. 
,· ~ - '- · -~----
.· 
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~ E.NV~ONMENT CTR 
IV Gloves A7L-l03000-05/-o6 
Helmet A7L-1.02003-o8 
PGA ATL-100000-22 
Stowage Low Temperature 
Stowage Low Temperature 
vibration 
2-4 
2-4 
2-5 
2-5 IV Gloves A6L-l03000-09/-l0 
Helmet A7L-l02003-o8 . 
Pressure Gage A7L-lo40~5-o4 
PGA ATL-100000-22· . 
IV Gloves A6L-103000-09/-lO 
Hellll.et A7L-102003-o8 
Pressure Gage AT.L-lo4025-o4 
PGA ATL-100000-22 
IV Gloves A6L-l0)000-09/-lO 
Helmet A7L-102003-o8 
PGA ATL-100000-01 
IV Gloves A6L-l03000-09/-l0 
Helmet ATL-102003-03 
Vibration 
Vibration 
Vibration 
Shock 
Shock 
Shock 
Shock 
Acceleration 
Acceleration 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
Odor and Toxicity 
Odor and Toxicity 
. 2-5 
2-5 
2-6 
2-6 
2-6 
2-6 
2-7 
2-7 
2-7 
2-9 
2-9 
2-9 
PGA P/N A7L-l00000-7l/-72/-7~is qualified by test and simil~rity to 
the test items shown above since the configuration differences 
(discussed' in 4, and 5 below) are not significant ·enough to in-
validate test ' exposures on previous configurations. 
Mission 
3· Spacecraft and Mission Interface 
PGA P/N A7L-l00000-71/-72/-74 is qualified. for spacecraft interface 
by similarity to configurations used for previous Apollo missions 
as shown below. 
Helmet IV Gloves 
Apollo VIII (C') 
PGA(IV) 
ATL-100000-33 
PGA(EV~ A7L-Io 000-37 
A7L-100000-40 
ATL-100000-54 
A7L-l00000-63 
A7L-l00000-68 
A'(t-102003-07 A7L-103000-01/ -02 
A 7L-102.o4 3-01 
Apollo IX (D) 
Apollo X (F) 
ATL-100000-56 
ATL-100000-67 
ATL-102003-11 A7L·-l03000-05/-o6 
AT.L-102003-ll A7L-l03000-05/-o6 
PGA (EV) A7L-l00000-74 is qualified for Lunar Mission Interface by 
sirnilari ty to PGA ATL-100000-42 (S/N 050) which successfully completed the 
Lunar Surface Functional Demonstration in accordance with CTR 3-2 
and documented in Section 5.0 .of this report. The arm section of · 
PGA (EV) AT.L-100000-74 is qualified for mission use by test of the 
redesigned arm in a therma.l-vac uum. environment as reported in Section lf. 0. 
,. 
f 
' 
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4. Configuration Differences - PGA (EV) 
PGA Item Qualification 
A~l00000-42 
Apollo XI Qualification 
Flight (EV) Method 
A'Tfr-100000-71. 74 
Torso Limb Suit Assembly 
Pressure Gage Cover 
Press u.re Gage 
A~l00002-22 
A 7L-201136-02 
A 'TL-104025-03 
A6L-101016-02 
A'TL-100001-36 
A'TL-101091-03 
A~l05000-09/10 
A'TL-104025-19/20 
A7L-100002-3 . Test & Similar. 
A7L-20ll36-03 Similarity (a) 
A6L-104025-04 Test (b) 
Electrical Conn. Flange 
Torso Limb Suit 
A6~101016-03 Similarity(c) 
A7L-100001-48 Test & Similar. (d) 
Torso Assembly 
Leg Assembly 
Arm Assembly 
UCTA Disconnect 
Lunar ITr.D 
A7L-l.05003-0l 
A ~201100-01 
A 7L-101091-04 Similarity (e) 
A7L-105000-09/14 Similarity (f)= 
A_7I.-104025TBD ( -71 . Test (g) 
onlJ? ·. 
A7L-105Q03-03 Si-m:Uarity (h)' 
A~201100-16 Test & SimiJ,ar. ( i) · 
Contingency Sample Pocket T".riD TBD Similarity ( j) 
Torso Limb Suit Assembly P/N A7L-100002 -34 is qualified by test and 
similarity t o the qualified A?L-100002-22 configuration and differs 
as outlined in (a) through ( j) below,_ · 
(a) 
pressure gage. 
identical. 
(b) Pressure Ga e P N A6~10402 -04 is qualified by test and simi-
larity to P N A- ~10 025-03. The -04 differs t'r.om the -03 in 
that the dial range is extended from 5 psi to 6 psi. Cycling, 
IV impact shock, and IV vibration tests were performed on the 
-04 unit as reported herein. All other requirements are qual-
ified by similar! ty to the -OJ. · 
(c) Electrical Connector Fla e P N A6~101016-0 is q.ualif'ied by 
similarity to P N A L-101.01 -02, which was used in the qual-
ification FGA. The -03 differs from the .-02 in that the t .ap 
drill depth is changed to correct b uckl1ng problems.· 
(d) 
(e) Torso Assembl P N A7L-1010 1-04 is qualified by similarity to 
the qualified P N A7~101091-03 configuration and differs by the 
relocation of the RCU/PGA interface and improved purge valve 
access modifications. 
(f) 
( 
I 
' 
.... 
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(g). Arm Assembl P N A -lo402 -TBD - is qualified 
by similarity to P A7L-l 025-1 -20 except for cycling 
and thermal-vacuum tests which were successfully accomplish-
ed as reported herein. The . changed ann asseinbly differs in 
that an a:rm bearing and mirror image shoul.der convolutes 
have been added to improve mobility. 
The new arm part numbers are A7L-lo4058-0l/ -02 (lower) and 
A7L-lo4059-o8/ .:.09 (Upper) with the A7L-lo4.o50-01 pearing 
assembly. The following items were changed due to the 
bearing instal.la.tion in tbl~ P/N A7L-100000-71 EV PGA. 
Pressure Garment Assembly A7L-l00000-J). 
A'TL-201100-17 
A!fL-100001-52 
A7L-lo4074-01 
A7L-107000-l5 
AJL-100000-74 
A7L-20ll00-16 
A7L-100001-48 
AJ!.-lo40J5~03 
A 7L-107000-12 
Integrated TLSA 
TLSA 
Shoulder ring and cable guide 
Liner Assembly 
Arm Bias Assembly not present 
present 
present 
not pr.esent 
present 
not present 
not present 
. present 
Ring retaining ~onvolute 
Arm bearing locking tab 
Shoulder ring and cable a.ssy. 
(h) 
(1) 
WTA Disconnect . PIN A7L-l05003 -03, is qualified by aim-
ilarity to P/N A7L-105003-0l, ·which is qualified by test 
and mission use. The -03 differs fran. the -01 in that the 
cap retaining la.p.yard material is changed from !eta to 
Nomex. Qualification is by similarity to other spacecraft 
uses · of Nomex material. · 
~il ~4) 
(5) 
(6) 
RCU/PGA interface is relocated. 
Purge Valve access improved. 
1M tether flap replaced with a.n insert. 
Zipper flap abrasion strip of' Namex webbing is added 
to prevent f'ray:.l.ng of Beta flap by the pressure zipper 
teeth. This change was illclQded in PGA A7L-l.00000-42 
S/N 050, which was used f'or lunar thel'lllal-vacuum qual-
ification testing. 
Ncmex abrasion patch added under torso tie-down 
buckles to decrease wear an the I'IMG. 
Thermal gas connectors cover is deleted. 
(j) The Contingency Sample Pocket (Crew preference item is 
qualif'ied by si,milarity to other I'IMG strap-on pockets.) 
I 
' 
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6.2.1.4 (Cont.) Helmet P N A -102o4 ·01 -02 is qll$lified by teet and s:imil.arity 
to f N A?L-102 3-01, which was. used on Apollo VJ;II (c '). Chang~ 
es f'ram that configuration include: 
a. Addition of a chin strap 
b. Revised f'eedport moUnting procedure. 
P/N A7L-102o43-0l is qualified f'or·Lunar Surface impact shock 
by similarity to P/N A?L-102003-oB, which successfully com-
pleted a test as repo~ed herein. The revised feedport mount-
ing procedure ie qualified by successfully completing an ·ax:ygen 
and humidity teat as reported in section 4. 0 of this document. 
The -02 helmet differs from the -01 by the addition of align-
ment mark on the neck ring and is q_ualif1ed by sim:ilari ty. 
IV Gloves P N A -10 000-18 -1 are qualified by similarity to 
P N A'TL-103000-05 - , which were used in Apollo missions JX 
and X (D and F). The only configuration difference is the · 
addition of' a crewman identification J..abel. in P/N A?L-103000-
18/-19. There is no change in form, fit, or function. The 
label is of an approved type. 
/ 
6.2.2 
~ ---
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Comfort GiLoves P N A -10 0 6- -o8 and - -10 a.re qualified 
by similarity to P N A?L-10305 -01 -02 and -05 -06, which are 
qualified by previous mission usage. The -(J7/-o8 and -09/-10 
differ from the -01/-02 and -05/ -o6 in tlu:\t ere~ identification 
labels are added. There is no change in form, fit, or function. 
The materials of the label are approved for spacecraft use. 
5. Configuration Differences IV versus EV PGA 
The IV PGA P/N A?L-100000-72 is qualified by similarity to 
the Apollo X PGA P /N A?L-100000-67 and the EV qualification 
PGA A?L-100000-42. The IV PGA P/N A'TL-100000-72 differs fran. 
EV PGA P/N A?L-100000-42 as shown below: 
a& Two, rather than four, gas connectors are provided as in PGA 
P/N A?L-100000-67 (used for Apollo X). · 
b. No PLSS attachment "D" rings are provided. 
c. The riMG is replaced with an IV Cover Layer. 
d~ ~o "EEJU/PGA. interface is provided. 
e. The redesigned arm configuration is .not included. 
Qualification of the Fecal Containment Subsystem, ·P/N A6L-501000-05 
The Fecal Containment Subsystem (FCS) P/N A6L-501000-05 is qualified 
for use in the Apollo XI mission for the following reasons: 
1. FCS P /N A6L-501000-02 passed th~ following inviro~ntal 
tests and was used for mis,sions C ', D, and F·. 
Test CTR 
02 and Humidity '2-1 
salt Fog 2-2 
Stows.~ Low Temp 2-4 
Odor and Toxicity 2-9 
Lunar Surface Demonstration 3-2 
The following tests were not performed since tl').e .FCS is 
composed entirely of soft goods and is similiar to ·the EMU 
Maintenance Kit, which had these tests waived via memo 
EC92J.NAo4ll. 
~ 
Vibration 
Shock 
Vibration 
CTR 
2-5 
2-6 
2...;7 
( 
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FCS P/N A6L-501000-02 was also used fo!' design limit 
cycling tests at IU:!I as reported in Section 3.0 of this 
document. 
2. FCS P/N A6L-50100o-03 is qualified by sWJarity to ADL-
501000-02 since the only difference between the two is that 
the manufacturer 'Was changed. This inter~hangea.bility is 
certified by the contractor in ECO A 12648 which is attached. 
to OOP 347-4, CCBD 8E510. -The documents and drawings were 
changed from sub contractor- controlled to prime contractor .. 
controlled and are interchangeable. 
FCS P/N A6L-510000-05 is qualified by simil.a.rity to the 
A6L-501000-02/-03, since the only difference is the addition 
of a cre'WIIIB.Il identification :label. 
Qualification of the Inflight . Coverall Garment, P /N BW lo60-001/ -002 
The Inflig):l.t Coverall Garment, (ICG) P /N BW .lo60•00l/ -002 is qual-
ified for use in the Apollo XI mission ·for the following reasons: 
1. The qualification test configuration of the ICG is that 
shown below. The indicated items suc.cessfu.lly completed 
the tests indicated. · 
Item 
SEB 13100062-205 
SEB 13100o62-2o4 
SEB 131ooo62-203 
Test 
Cycling-
02 and Humidity 
Odor and Trndci ty 
CTR 
TI 
2-1 
2-9 
The -204 differed from -203 in that material was changed 
from uncoated Beta to Teflon coated Beta per· CCBD' 8E105. 
The -204 was used for mission C prime. 
The -205 differed from -204 in that a Nomex liner was added 
per CCBD 8E2o6. 
The -2o6 differed from -205 in that reinforcements were 
· added to pants and seams per CCBD 8E298~ The -2o6 was used 
for mission C. 
2. ICG P/N BW-1043-001 is qualified. by similarity to SEB 13iOOo62-
2o6 since the design is the same.. · 
The only difference is that the material of the BW-1043-001 is 
100% Teflon woven yarn rather than Teflon coated Beta per 
CCBD 8E4o4, which reduces skin irritation. 
6.2.4 
\ 
4. 
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ICG P/N BW-1043-002 is qualified by similarity to BW-lo4_3-
001 since the only difference is the deletion of the liner 
per CCBD 8E4o4A. 
ICG P/N BW-lo43"'003/-oo4 is q1JE:!,lified. by sW.larity to BW-
1043-0ce since the only difference is· the addition of a 
pass through for the LWHS a.nd T-connector per CCBD 8E462. 
The BW-lo43-003/-oo4 was used for missions C prime, D, and F. 
ICG P/N BW-lo60-00l/-002 is qualified by similarity to BW-
1o43-003/-oo4 since the difference is a documentation change 
only per CCBD 8E514 which requires separate identification 
of each end item in the ICG assembly. The end items of the 
ICG assembly are shown below: 
Item 
Jacket(LW) 
.Jacket (HW) 
Pants 
Boots (LH) 
Boots (:RH) 
Part Number 
BW-1060-001 
:ew-1o6o-oce 
BW-lo6l-001 
BW-1062-001 
BW-lo62-0CX2 
Qualification of the Liquid Cooliil.g Garment, P/N A6L-4ooooo- ll 
I 
The Liquid Cooling Garment (:WG) P/N A.6L-400000~ll. is" qual.ified 
for use in the Apollo. XI for the following reason.& 1 
1. :WG PIN A6L-4ooooo-o8 was successfully tested for the 
following qualification tests: 
Test 
'(5"2'"and Humidity 
. Salt Fog 
· stowage Low Temperature 
Vibration 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
CTR 
'2-l 
2-2 
2-4 
·2-5 
2-7 
2-9 
2.. :WG P /N A6L-400000-09 is simil:l.ar to P /N .A.6L-400000-o8 
since the only difference is a change in the. Bio belt 
snap location. The -09 was uaed for the following 
qualification testing and used in missions D and F. 
Test 
Cycling 
Mission D Free Space Demonstration 
Lunar Surface Demonstration 
·:' 
. , 
( 
\ 
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3· ICG P/N A6L-400000-l0 is qualified by similarity to A6L-
400000-09 since the only difference is the addition of a 
crewman identification label. 
4. ICG P/N A6L-4-00000-ll is qualified by sim.ila:t"ity to A6L-
40000Q-10 and by the following tests: MSC 11 foot chamber 
vacuum tests and MSC SESL thermal v.cuum teste by the Apollo 
XI crew. The -11 differs frcm the -10 by the replacement 
of the tygan manifold with an aluminum manifold and repiacement 
of tygon risers with reinforced silicone risers, which prevents 
the tygon from collapsing. The -11 I.CG also includes a c~w 
preference padding modification to give added can:fort without 
affecting functional performance. · 
Qualification of the EV Gloves, P/N ATL-203025-09/-10 
The extravehicular (EV) gloves (Part of the PGA) P/N ATL-203025-09/-10 
are qUalified for use in the Apollo XI mission for the following reasons: 
1. The qualification test configuration of the EV gloves is shown 
below. The indicated iteDIB successfully completed specified 
tests: 
~ 
ATL-203025-09/-10 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203025-01/-02 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203000-03/-04 
ATL-203025-01/-02 
ATL-203025-01/-02 
Cycling 
02 and Humidity 
Salt Fog 
Sand and ~ust 
Stowage Low Temp 
Vibration 
Shock 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
Lunar Surface Demonstration 
Spacecraft Interface 
OTR 
1-1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
2-9 
3-2 
_Apollo. lX 
Refer to Section 9. 0 of this document for reports of envir-
onmental tests, section 3.0 for cycling report, end Section 
5.0 for lunar surface functional demonstration rep~rt. 
2. EV gloves P /N A7L-203025-09/ -10 are qualified by test and sim-
ilarity to the configurations shown above aince the following 
minor changes in configuration are not significant enough to 
invalidate any previous testing. As shown below, ":res" indicates 
that the referenced change was incorporated in the subj_ect config-
uration item •. 
( 
.. -. .... . 
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Cycling . Environments 
Change 
Curved Fingers 
Short Gauntlet 
Thumb Easement 
Reinforcement Seams 
Silicone Coating 
AJL-2030~5-09/-10 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
AJL-203000-03/-04 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
Interface 
A7L-203025•0l/-02 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
Apollo XI 
Change 
Curved Fingers 
Short Gauntlet 
Thumb Easement 
Reinforcement Seams 
Silicone Coating 
AJL-203025-09/-10 
yes 
yes 
-res 
yes 
yes 
6.2.6 Qualification of the Luna~ Boots, P/N A7L-lo6o43-05/-06, 
The Lunar Boots P/N A7L-1~3-05/-o6 are qualified for the Apollo 
XI mission for the following reasons. . . 
l. Cycling - Lunar Boot.s P./N AJL-lo6o43.;..01/-02 · successfully com-
pleted Lunar Mission cycling tests . as reported herein. These 
boots were modified in accordance with TPS AA 82-0621 which 
yielded the same configuration as the -03/-o4. 
2. Erivironments - Lunar BoOts P/N AJL-106015-01/-02 successfully 
completed all environmental tests shown below: 
Test 
02 and Humidity 
Salt .Fog 
Sand and Duet 
Stowage Low Te~erature 
Vibration 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
CTR 
2=1 
2-2 
·2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-7 
2-9 
The Lunar Boots, P/N A7L-lo6o43-05/-o6, a;re qualified by similarity 
since the configuration differences are minor as shown in 4 below. 
3· Lunar Surface Demonstration - Lunar Boots, P/N A7L-lo6o43-03/-o4, 
successfully com.,leted the Lunar Surface Demonstration as re ·1ort-:-
ed in section 5.0 of this doct.nnent. 
4. Configuration. Similarity - Lunar Boots, P/N AJL-io6o43-05/-o6, rt.re 
qualified by test and s imilarity to the configurations shown 
above since the following minor changes in configuration are not 
significant enough to invalidate any previous .testing. 
' 
.. 
( 
Changes 
ITMG Lay up 
Non-slip buckle 
Addi tiona.l strap 
Name tag on liner 
Changes 
ITMG Lay up 
Non-slip buckle 
Additional stra~ 
Name tag on liner 
Cyc l ing 
ATL-106043-0l L-02 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
Apollo XI 
A7L-lo6043-05L-06 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
. 
·. ' 
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Environments Interface 
ATL-106012-0lL-02 ATL-l o604J-OJL-04 
no yes 
no yes 
no yes 
no no 
. ' 
6.2.7 Qua.lif ication of the Lunar Extravehicu.l.ar Vi sor Assembly, PLN AJL-205000-01 
The Lunar Extravehicular Visor Assembly (LEVA) P /N ATL-205000-01 is 
qualified for use in t~e A~ollo XI mission for the following reasons. 
1. Cycling - The LEVA P/N A'lL-205000-01 · successfully co~leted lunar 
mission cycl~g tests as rer,orted· in Section 3.0 of this document. 
2. Environments - The Extravehicular Visor Asse~bly (EVVA) P/N 
A6L-201000-07 successfully completed the :following environmental 
tests as reported in CSD-A-~ and herein. 
~ 
02 and Humidity 
Sand an·d Dust 
Stowage Low Temperature 
Vibration 
Shock 
Acceleration 
CTR 
2-T 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
This testing is ~plicable to the LEVA s:Lnce the configuration is 
similar as shown in 4 below. 
3· Interface - The LEVA P/N 47L-205000-0l is qualified for mission 
interface since it successfully com)leted the L\.Ular Surface Fun-
ctional Demonstra"tiion in accordance with CTR 3-2 as re orted herein. 
4. Configuration Similarity - The LEVA P/N ATL-205000-01 is qualified 
by test and similarity to the EVVA P/N A6L-~Ol000-05 and P/N A6L-
201000-0'7 which were used for the Apollo IX mission. The differen-
ces between the qualified EVVA and the LEVA are as follows: 
a. The LEVA sun visor material is pGllysulfone instead of polycarbonate. 
b. The thermal insulation is on the outside of the LEVA shell, in-
stead o:f inside. · 
c. The LEVA has fluorel l ' OI!!Jll standoff pads to protect the pressure 
helmet since there i5 no insulation on the outside · of the shell. 
6.2.8 
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d. Two opaque sun shields have been added, which block approx-
imately fifty percent of the LEVA visor area. These two 
shields slide over the sun visor m each side of the face. 
Qualification of the Helmet Stowage Bag, P /N A6L-502000-07 
The Helmet Stowage Bag (HSB) P/N A6L-502000-07 is qualified for the 
Apollo XI mission for the following reasons: 
l. Cycling - HSB P/N A6L-502000-07, S/N 056, successfully completed 
Lunar Mission Cycling tests. as reported in Section 3.0 of this 
document. · 
2. Environments - HSB successfully completed the environmental 
tests shown below in the configuration indicated. 
Item 
.A.6'L-5o2ooo-o3 
A6i.-502000-o3 
A6L-502000-03 
A6L-5~000-0 5 
A6L-502000-03 
A6L-502000-03 
~ 
~ and Humidity 
Stowage Low Temperature· 
Vibration 
ShOck 
AcceleratiOn 
Odor and Toxic.i ty 
CTR 
2=1 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
2-9 
HSB P/N A6L-502000-07/·o8 is qualified by similarity. since the 
configuration differences are minor as shown in 4 below~ 
3· MissioA Interface · - HSB P/N A6L-5.02000-05 was qualified for the 
Apollo IX and X missions and was used for these missions. HSB 
P7N A6L-502000-07/-o8 is qualified by similarity to P/N A6L-
502000-05 since the configuration differences are minor as shown 
in 4 below. 
4. Configuration Similarity - HSB P/N A6L-502000-07/-o8 is qual-
ified by test and similarity to the configurations shown above 
since the following changes are significant improvements which 
do not invalidate previous testing except for cycling which is 
qualified by.teet. The new HSB closure method and LM/HSB inter-
face are superior to the previous desi~ and are acceptable for 
flight without formal demonstration of vibration and shock based 
upon the following en_gineering evaluation. 
a. The -05 and earlier model HSB utilized a. horizontally 
actuated zipper to close the bag. .The -07 HSB utilizes two 
snaps and velcra -with a vertical zipper closed gusset to 
close-the bag~ The -07 bag close~ into the base. The -05 
·. 
( 
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and earlier bags closed midway between the base and tne top. 
The -07 closure method is sufficiently strong to contain tb.e · 
HSB contents alone. Assistance is given by the new LM inter-
face method. 
b. The -05 ~B IM interfacing snaps were mounted with the lexan 
base. This method of mounting was subject to premature sep-
aration. The -07 bag has the interface snaps mounted on ex-
ten-sions from the upper shell. This tttethod eliminates snap · 
failure and positively retains the upper shell to the space-
craft. The -07 bag is also enlarged to accommodate the Lunar 
Extravehicular Visor Assembly. 
c. The -08 RSB is qualified by similarity to the -07 HSB since 
the only difference is that the glove retainers are made for 
large wrist disconnect gloves. 
Qua.lification of the Hel.'I!et Shield (HB) P/N A'[L-502003-03 is qualified 
for the Apollo XI mission for the f t>llm(ing reasons: 
1. HS P/N ATL-502003-01 was qualified by successfully passing the 
following tests and was used in Mission D. 
Test CTR 
Cycling l-1 
Stowage Low Temperature 2-4 
Odor and Toxicity 2-9 
2. .HB P/N ATL-502003-02 was qualified by similarity to ATL-502000-06 
and was used for Mi;:;sion F. The following differences exist be-
tween the two configurations. 
a. The -02 is manufactured from General Electric TN stabilized 
lexan 9030-112, while the -01 was manufactured uaing General 
Electric lexan 9410-112 (no UV stabilizer). The UV stabilized 
lexan provides 11 minutes of W eye protection. 
b. The -02 encompasses more of the helmet; however, this has no 
effect on mission usage. 
3. HS P/N A7L-502003-03 is qualified by similarity to A7L-502003-02 
since the only difference is that the -03 is wider in order to 
accommodate a larger size helmet. 
.l· 
lr I . 
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Qualification of. the PLSS/EVCS Assembly, P./N SEB lllOOQ66-ll91-320 
The ·PWS/EVCS Asse~bly P/N SEB il.lo0066-319/320 is qualified for the Apollo 
xi Mission since the PIB8/EVCS Assembly consists of. tl).e following i terns 
which have been qualified sepf:J.rately. 
ITEM . . CCM-iENT 
P/N SEl3 11100666-319 
PLSS P/N SV706100-6-14 
EVC-1, P/N 8358750-50.3 
refer to section 7.0 
for details of qualifica-
tion 
refer to Space Electronic · 
Systems Division, NASA/MJC . 
for details of qualification 
P/N SEB lll0006l-320 
PIES, P /N SV706100- 6-14 same as above 
EVC-2, P/N 835B751-503 same as aoove 
Qua~fication of the Feedwater Collection Bag, P/N BWl080-00l 
'l'he ;feedwater. collection bag (FCB), P/N BW1080-09 is qualified for the 
Apollo XI mission for the following reasons. 
l.. M1ss1on Use - The. feedwater collection bag will be used on tb.e .A:pollo 
XI mission only and will be used to detennine the amount of' feedwater 
remaining in the PLSS after the lunar extravehicular activity. This 
item cons:l,sts of a wate-r-tight bag including a water connector and a 
scale. To more accurately determine water weight and to verify scale 
. calibration, ·the scale will be calibrated with 'known weights prior to 
flight and prior to usage on the lunar surface. 
·. . . 
2. · Be;.g Functional Tests - The following tests were successfully c;om-
. pleted at MSC in accordance with TPS l-3923130 and reported in General 
·E2ectric Company Technical Information Release (TIR) 721-El.3·3-9072. 
Volume 
. I!E!ak.age 
Proof Pressure 
Burst Pressure 
.• 
Fluid Temperature 
Operating Pressure 
Flow Rate 
3· :5!;1fi Environmental. Tests Requirement for the following environmental 
exposures were waived via memorandum EC 95lNAl453 dated June 13, 1969. 
Test 
Oxygen and Humidity 
Stowage Low Temperature 
Vibration 
Sbock 
CTR 
2-1 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
. - ~ . . ... 
( 
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4. Scale Calibration - Scale calibration was .accomplished in accordance 
with TPS 18923082. The accuracy was within +/- 0. 5 oz throughout the 
entire 0-2 lb range. These tolerance limits are expressed in more 
normal engineering terms than that stated in the design requirements. 
The +/- 0. 5 oz falls w1 thin the :f'i Ye percent tolerance above a 10 oz 
scale reading. 
5· Configuration - The. prototype FCB used for q1J,alification testing di.i'-
fers from the flight :roB assembly in the ma.teriitJ.. used for con-
structing the inner bag. The test unit 1nrier bag was made of heat 
sealed PVC and the flight wrl. t inner bag uses MJ:!r-CE-19002 neoprene 
coated nylon. The water connectors were previously qualified fol" 
other spacecraft uses as reported in Hatnilton .Sta.ndard docUments ' 
SVHER 4238, 5322, and 4624. . . 
Anomalies on like hardware were leaks of the inner PVC bag of the 
first units received. The change in material from PVC to neoprene . 
coated nylon and a change of adhes1 ves have corrected these anomalies. 
The unit "test.ed in accordance with TPS :l3923130 was of the latter 
configuration. 
Qualification of the EMU Maintenance Kit, P/~ A6L-503000-07 
The EMU Maintenance Kit (EMU MK) P/N A6rr-5(),3ooo-07 is qualified for use 
in the Apollo XI mission for the following reasons: 
1. Cycling - EMU MK, ·P/N A6r,;. 503000-05, S/N 044, . I;!Uccessfully completed 
Lunar Mission Cycling tests as reported in Section 3.0 of this docu-
ment. · 
2. Environments · - EMU MK, P/N A6L-503000-05 succe.ssfully completed the 
following environmental 'exposures; as reported for prertous mission 
qualii'ication. 
CTR 
2-1 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
2-9 
ENVIRONMEN'l' 
Oxygen and Humidity 
Stowage Low Temperature 
Vibration 
Shock 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
3· Interface - EMU MK, 'P/N A6L-503000-05, was .successfully used :for 
Apollo Missions IX and X. 
4. Configuration - EMU MK, P/N A6L-503000-07, is qualified by similarity 
to the fully qualified EMU MK, P/N A6L-503000-05 since the only dif-
ference is the addition of beta cloth ~d tape for repair of a worn. 
ITMJ on a PGA. 
I 
/ 
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S~ltfication of the Purge Valve, P{N A6Ir- 505000-04 
The Purge Valve (PV), P/N A6Ir-505000-04 is qu$l.i:f1ed :for use in the Apollo 
XI mission for the following reasons: 
1. Cycling - PV, P/N A6Ir-505000-021 successfully completed Lunar ·Misston 
Cycling tests as reported in Section 3.0 of this document. 
2. Environments - PV, P/N A6Ir-505000-021 successfully completed the 
following enVironmental exposures as documented in previous mission 
qualification reports and nereiri. 
3· 
4. 
CTR 
2-1 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-7 
2-9 
ENVIRONMENT 
. · OJcygen and HU!Ii1di ty 
Salt Fog 
·Sand· and Dust 
Stowage Low Temperature 
Vibration 
Acceleration 
Odor and Toxicity 
Interface - PV, . P /N A6Ir- 505000-02 was success fully used in the Apollo 
IX mtsston .and PV, P/N A6L-505000-03, was flown on Apollo X. In 
addition PV; P/N A6L-505000-02 ·was successfully used during the Lunar 
Surface Function Demonstration ·in acico.rdance with CT.R }•2 as reported 
here in. · · · 
Confifll-ation - PV, P/N A6L-505000-04, is qualified by similari. ty to 
PV, P N A6L-505000-02/03 since the differences in configuration are 
not significant enough to invalidate any qualification tests. Con-
figuration differences are shown below: 
• I 
a.. PV -03 differs from PV -02 in the size of the .orifice, 
b. PV -04 differs from PV -03 in that a washer is added to the lan-
yard to open the connector cover of the ITMG. This capability 
has been demonstrated in crew training. The washer may be used 
when no connector cover :is present w1 th no detrimental effects. 
·-- ·· 
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(LiOH AND BATTERY) QUALIFICATION Sa.1MARY 
7.1 Qualification Progr~ Rationale 
Systems testing performed on dash 3, dash 5, and dash 6 PLSS's pro-
vides the basis far qualification of the dash 6 PLSS for Apollo XI, 
Design Li.mi t and Double Nominal Miss ion Requirements. The chrono-
logical sequence is shown in paragraph 7.2.1. This test experience 
is utilized to the extent sh<;>wn as applicable and suppl~ented by 
the component testing listed in paragraph 7.2.2. 
PLSS Batteries SV7019QO, dash 9 and dash 10, s.re qualified for the 
Apollo XI Mission by sitnilarity to the dash 5 te·sting outlined in 
paragraph 7.2~3. 
The PLSS LiOH Car.tridge SV7lo854, dash 6 and dash 7, are qualified 
for the Apollo XI Mission by similarity to the dash 4 and·dash 5 tes.t-
ing outline~ in paragraph 7.2.4. 
7. 2 Test. Outline 
7.2.1 Systems Testing 
Qual 
Test Plan/ . 
Procedure 
SS/SSP 
3030 
3o4'8 
2128 
5120 
Qual 
Test 
Report 
SVHSER 
4930 . 
5149 
and 
5361 
5176 
5366 
Test Article 
Configuration 
SV7o6100- ( ) 
(3) 
(5) 
(5) 
(6) 
ApPlicable Qual Data 
·For 
-6 ·PLSS/Apollo XI 
Sand & Dust (less RCU) 
Salt AtiOOsphere (less RCU) 
Humidity (less RCU) 
(Note: RCU performance for 
these requirements demon-
strated by SS/SSP 3o49) 
System Design Limit cyclic 
Endurance (less RCU) 
Operational Life Cycles 
(Thermal Vacuum Performance) 
· Thermal Soak 
Odor and Toxicity 
EMI 
'• 
( 
Qual Qual 
Test Pla:n/ Test Test Article 
Procedure R~:port Configuration 
SS/SSP SVHSER SV706100- ( ) 
3o49 5366 . (6) . 
ss 3080 Ref HSEM (6>: · ,. 
No. NA-SS-
3758 
7.2.2 PLSS Component Delta Tests 
; Test Ptan/ Test Test 
\ Procedure R~port Article 
ssLssP · SVHSER Part No. 
3o48 5149 SV713812-3 
3o49 . 5366 SV721783-3 
Ref. HSEM Nd . 
4048 NA-SS 3804 & SV742108 
3763 (SV713083-2) 
5105 5242 (SV7317l9-2 
5110 . 5269 SV714170-5 
5111 5327 SV714171-4 
4023 4248 .SV713010 
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Applicable Qual Data 
For 
-6 PLSS/Apollo XI 
System Design Limit & 
Double Nominal Mission 
Structural Endurance Sys-
tem Performance (Thermal 
VacUllm) RCU -sand and Dust;· 
RCU Salt Fog, · RCU Humidity, 
Qcu Design. Limit Double 
Nominal Miss.ion S~ructural 
Endurance, RCU Design Limit 
Cyclic Endurance 
· Subsytem ;Ii:i.terface and Sys-
tem Structural Verification 
of T/W Lin~ Relocation, a.nd 
Addition of Gas Separator 
Component Name 
PLSS/PGA Electrical umhil-
ical 
RCU 
Trans.port Water 
Gas Separator 
Wiring Harness 
Vent Loop PSID Pressure 
Switch · 
. Vent. Loop PS :tD Pressure 
Transducer 
.Oxygen Bottle 
'· 

( 
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7.3.1 Sand and Dust 
Sand and Dust test requirements were established in accordance with 
MIL-STD-810A, Method 510.1, mdified to limit the RH to 20%, the tun-
bient temperature to 100°F, sand and dust density to 0.1 grams per 
cubic foot, and exposure time to four hours minimum • 
. 'Initial testing was accomplished on dash 3 configuration PISS S/N 003 
per SS/SSP 3030. The PISS was fully charged and nonoperating for this 
sequence of testing. No failures of' the PISS were attributed to this 
testing·. Subsequent PLSS redesign requiring delta. qualification for 
~and and Dust was tested at. t"t:e component level. · 
The SV721783-5 RCU for the dash 6 PLSS is qualified for this require-
ment by similarity to the SV721783-3 RCU subjected to this -environment 
per SS/SSP j049. There were nb h~dware failures associated with this 
testing. 
The SV71417l-4 Transducer and the SV714170-5 switch were tested for 
PLSS application in this environment per ssjss·p 5lll .and SS/SSP 5110 
respec~ively. There were no hardware failures associated with this 
testing. 
The Transport Water Gas Separator which is incorporated into the 
PISS for Apollo XI was subjected to · this env~onment for component 
qualificatiort per SS/SSP 4o48. There were no hardware fail\II'es asso-
ciated with this testing. 
7.3.2 Salt Atmosphere 
Salt atmosphere test requirements were established in accordance with 
MIL-STD-810A, Method 509.1, modified for a minimum salt solution of 
1. 0% by weight, a temperature range of 95-100°F, and a test time of 48 
hours minimum. 
Initial testing was accomplished on dash 3 configuration PLSS S/N 003 
per SS/SSP 3030. The PLSS was full.y charged and nonoperating for .this 
sequence of testing .. No failures of the PLSS were attributed to this 
testing. Subsequent PLSS design changes affecting exterior finishes 
or seals were qualified at the com~nent level. 
..... ' 
·; 
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The RCU, P/N SV721783-5, is qualified for this requirement by similiarity 
to the SV721783-3 RCU sUbjected to this environment within the SS 3049 
delta quali:fication program. There were no hardware failures associated 
with this test. 
The PLSS/PGA Electrical Umbilical, P/N Sv113812-4, fs qualified for 
this requirement by similarity to the SV713812-3 umbilical sUbjected 
to this environment within the SS 3o48 delta qualific.ation progrSltl. 
There were no hardware failures associated with this test. 
The terminal boxes, P/N's SV726873-7 and SV715500-4 of the dash 6 PLSS, 
are qualified for this requirement by similarity to the SV723713-2 
terminal box subjected to this environment per SS/SSP 5117A, as part 
of the OPS Qualification Program. There were no hardware failures asso-
ciated with this test. 
The dash 6 PLSS wiring harness, SV715458-2 and SV731810-3, are quali-
fied for this requirement by similarity to the SV715458-3 and SVn3810-2 
harnesses subjected to this environment per SS/SSP 5116A. The SV731719-
2 and SV713083~2 wiring harnesses were subjected to this environment 
per SS/SSP 5105. There were no hardware failures associated with this · 
testing. 
The Alarm Control Module, P /N SV721722-3, is qualified for this require-
ment by .similarity to the SV721722-l Alarm Control Module subjected to· : 
this. environment per SS 5119 for component qualification. There were no 
no hardware failures associated with this testing. 
The Trans.port Water Gas Separator, P/N SV742100, was subjected to this 
environment for component qualification per SS/SSP 4o48. There were no 
hardware failures associated with this testing. 
7.3.3 Humidity 
Humidity test requirements were established in accordance with MIL-STD-
810A, Method 507.1, modified to limit the maximum ambient temperature 
to lOOOF. 
/ 
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Initial humidity testing was accomplished on dash 3 configuration PLSS 
S/N 003 per SS/SSP 3030. The PLSS was full charged and nonoperating 
for this sequence of testing. No failures of the PLSS were attributed 
to this tes·ting. Subsequent PLSS design changes affecting exterior 
finishes or seals were qualified at the component level. 
The RCU, P/N SV721783-5, is qualified for this requirement by similar-
ity to the SV721783-3 RCU subjected to this environment within the 
SS 3049 delta qualification program. One failUre report was generated 
for this testing. RDR 289-9, Low Insulation Resistance, was issued 
during this sequence. This incident was verified acceptable under these 
test conditions, and would not result in degradation of PISS funct'ion; 
the RDR is closed. 
The PI.SS/PGA Electrical Umbilical, P/N SV713812-4, is qualified for 
this requirement by similarity to the SV713812-3 umbilical subjected 
to this environment within the SS 3048 delta qualificat;i.on program. 
There were no hardware failures associated with this test. 
The Terminal Boxes, P/N's SV726873-7 and SV715500-4 of' the dash 6 PLSS, 
are qualified for this requirement by similarity to the SV723713-2 
terminal box subjected to t.his environment per ssjssp 5ll7A as part bf 
the OPS Qualification Program. There were no hardware failures asso-
ciated with this test. 
The .dash 6 PLSS wiring ha.rr.esses SV715458-2 an~ SV731810-3 are quali-
fied for this requirement Ly similarity to the SV715458-3 and SV713810-2 
harnesses subjected to this environment per SS/SSP 5116A. The SV731719-
2 and SV7l3083-2 wiring harnesses were subjected to this environment 
per SS/SSP 5105. There were no hardware failures associated with this 
testing. 
The Alarm Control Module, P/N SV721722-3, is qualified for this require-
ment by similarity to the SV721722-l Alarm Control Module sUbjected to 
this environment per SS 5119 for component qualification. There were 
no hardware failures associated with this testing. 
The Transport Water Gas Separator, P/N SV742100, was subjected to this . 
environment for component qualification per SS/SSP 4o48. There were 
no hardware failures as sod a.t.ed with this testing. 
The SV714171-4 Transducer ~;o.nd the SV714170- 5 switch were tested for 
PLSS . application in this er.vironment per SS/SSP 5111 and SS/SSP 5110, 
· respectively. There were no hardware failures associated with this 
testing. 
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7.3.4 Design Limit Cyclic Endurance 
The cyclic endl.n'ance requirement was established to provide for double 
cycling of all controls, connectors, access covers, and interfaces in 
excess of those cycles normally accumulated in the course of double 
nominal mission testing. In addition, this requirement was extended 
tci apply to those PI.SS subsystems no:rtl)8.lly requiring charging and/~r 
deactivation. 
The dash 6 PLSS (less RGU) is qualified for this requirement by simi-
larity to the dash 5 configuration PLSS, S/N 009, subjected to Cyclic 
· 'Endurance and Deactivation/Charging Cyclic Testing per SS/SSP 3048, 
and by the dash 6 configuration Charging/Discharging Testing conducted 
on PLSS S/N 016 per SS/SSP 3080. There were four (4) failure reports 
(RDR's) associated with the cyclic testing per SS/SSP 3048; these are 
listed and explained below: 
RDR 228-3: PGA Electrical Umbilical Electrical Handle Loose. 
Repair and successful retest accomplished; Engineering Change 
EC 32691 implemented structural verification at component level 
acceptance test to preclude reoccurrence. Qualification status 
of this component was accepted, and this RDR is closed. 
RDR 289-1: RCU umbilical to PLSS/RCU Electrical Connector Required 
High Force to Connect . 
Failure cause was soft finish on PLSS Electrical Connector, SV731810, 
wh.ich was changed to SV731810-2 for flight hardware. Delta testing 
of the RCU Harness accepted the qualification status of this con-
nector. This RDR is closed. · 
RDR 281-2: OPS to PLSS Installation and Removal Force Exceed Maxi-
mum Specification Limit. 
The cause of this failure was the combination of tight tolerances 
between the PLSS/OPS interface and the presence of a ourr or for-
eign material on the interface. Engineering Change EC 33225 
opened the tolerances on this interface. Requa.l was :run and accepted. 
This RDR is closed. · 
RDR 281-5: Snap Torn Out of Beta Cloth Strap Used for Hose Storage 
On Lower Conformal Pad. 
Engine~ring Change EC 33218 changes conformal pad ·configuration to 
add a douole layer of strap material, and also reduce snap force so 
that lower stresses axe placed on oeta cloth strap. Cycling tests 
were successfully completed, and this RDR is closed. 
( 
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There were no failures associated with the Charging/Discharging Testing 
per SS/SSP 3080. 
'!11e SV721783-5 RCU for the dash 6 PLSS is qualified for this require-
ment by similarity to the SV721783-3 RCU subjected to cyclic endurance 
testing per SS/SSP 3o49 and the SV721783-2 RCU cyclic· testing per SS/ 
SSP 3o48. There were no RCU hardw'are failures associated with this 
testing. 
7. 3. 5 Operational L.ife Cycles 
The Operational Life Cycle Test Requirement is to demonstrate the oper-
ational life capability to provide life support for the minimum of one 
life cycle plus one mission cycle of hardware. The dash 6.PLSS (includ-
ing RCU) is qualified for mission reqUirements by similarity to the dash 
5 PLSS, S/N 009, subjected to a total of ten (10) 1lilDlB.l'lned operational 
simulations per SS/SSP 3048. The dash 6 PLSS, S/N 016, was subjected to 
three operational performance tests per SS/SSP 3o49, and one operational 
performance te·st· per SS/SSP 3080 for systems compatibility verification. 
The ten (10) operational simulations per SS/SSP 3048 were as follows: 
NUMBER 
QF DURATION 
TESTS -HOURS- TYPE OF TEST 
3 3 Room Ambient Te.mpera ture 
1 4 Room Ambient Temperature 
1 3 Lunar Night Simulation 
2 4 Lunar Night Simulation 
2 3 Lunar Day Simulation 
1 4 Lunar D~ Simulation 
10 Total* 34 Total* 
*ADDTTIONAL OPERATIONAL 'I'IME FOR ATTEMPTED AND ABORTED RUNS DUE TO PRO-
CEDURAL/FACILITIES PROBLEMS ARE NOT INCLUDED. 
The four (4) operational simulations per SS/SSP 3049 and SS/SSP 3080 
were as follows·: 
' -·.·,· .. , 
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The failure reports (RDR's) assoc;l.ated with this te~ting, along with 
a description of the incident, a summary of the closure action, and 
the rationale for Apollo X! Qualification Status, are :provided below. 
The following twenty-four RDR' s were generated in testing for two oper-
ational simulations per SS/SSP 3o48. 
RDR 200-61: Erratic Feedwater Warning Tone. 
Erratic Feedwater Warning Tone traced to inadequate test equipment. 
Equipnent and :procedural changes incorporated and verified adequate 
function of feedwater alarms. 
RDR 200-64: Low Ventilation Flow Ra.te. 
Ventilation Flow Rate below 5.5 acfm minimum specification limit. 
Primary cause of decreased performance tracked to higher than anti-
cipated pressure drop of "wet" system due to condensation on intel"-. 
nal passages. Final corrective action to insure minimum "wet" sys-
tem performance of 5. 5 acfm flow at 1. 5 in·. H20 pressure rise was 
to increase dash 6 PI.SS · PDA "dry" system requirements to provide a 
minimum 2.85 in. H20 pressure rise of 5.5 acf'm. Subsequent produc-
tion hardware meeting the upgraded PDA requirements have demonstra.ted 
acceptable flow capabilities for "wet" system performance. The 
endurance capability of the PISS fan/motor assembly was verified by 
completion of the PISS Qualification Program without shift of per-
formance output. · 
RDR 200-71: Sublimator Br.eakthrough. 
Sublimator breakthrough at startup due to :test procedure error caus- . 
ing startup in wrong diverter valve position. Successful retest 
accomplished with corre~ted procedures. 
. ' 
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RDR 200-72: Oxygen Temperature Above Specification. 
Ventilation Oxygen Temperature above specification during Design 
Limit Hot Temperature Soak and Startup, :Wnar Day simulated pro-
file. Subsequent redefined maximum startup conditions and PISS 
contingency operational requirements per ECP 217-74-E33851 were 
established for dash 6 qualification per SS/SSP 3049. 
RDR 200-73: Feedwater Supply Depletion. 
Early depletion of Feedwater Supply, . Improper charging procedure 
allowed trapped gas to remain in bladder. The "procedures being 
utilized were specialized for this test facility only, and would 
not be encountered in manned use of the PLSS. Adequacy of corrected 
procedures verified in subsequent PLSS testing. 
RDR 200-74: Current Limiters and SSC Damage. 
Four (4) Current Limiters and the SSC blown by application of re-
verse pol~ity to PISS main power connector. Te·st facility defect. 
Destroyed components replaced. Current Limiters qualified by 
similarity to non-affected·limiters. sse replaced with qualified 
EVC for dash 6 PLSS, . 
RDR 200-75: ~arty Feedwater Supp1y Depletion. 
Feedwat'er supply depleted 22 minutes prior to end of four (4) hour 
lunar day pr0file, Data. analysis showed 6000 BTU total heat rejec-
tion accomplished vs 4800 BTU requirement. The overload was in-
curred, by transients between condition changes due to the test 
facility and account for the faster rate of feedwater consumption. 
Base·d on the overload penalty and the ability of the PLSS to respond 
to heat rejection requirements, the test objectives were considered 
satisfied, and thus, RDR closed. 
RDR 200-82: Oxygen Temperature Above Specification. 
Same as 200-72. 
RDR 200-83: Oxygen Quantity Indicator Out-of-Specification . 
Oxygen Quantity Indicator accuracy out-of-specificfltion tolerance, 
Analysis disclosed chipped pivot assembly causing indicator hang-up 
at temperature extremes. Component acceptance test revised to in-
corporate calibration at zero and 200°F. 
\ 
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RDR 200-84: Feedwater Pressure Switch Actuation. 
Feedwater pressure switch actuation at above specification pressure. 
Test equipment error gave f'alse indication. S'.iitch and transducer 
subsequently verified to be functioning within specif'ication. 
RDR;s 202-2, 8, 16: Vent Flow Sensor Set Point: 
Ventilation Flow .Sensor set point degraded by moisture trapped out 
of ventilation loop. Reevaluation of specif'ieation l~its allOwed 
establishment of wider tolerance limits to accept data. The Apollo 
XI Mission requires only one possible utilization subsequent to 
final PIA calibration check, thus instiring moi.sture-free element at 
time of use. 
RDR 204-8: FGA Pressure Transducer Accuracy. 
PGA pressure transducer accuracy out-of-specification limits. Toler-
ance band reevaluated and subsequently approved for wider limits 
which accepted system data. 
RDR 207-2.: Oxygen Quantity Indicator Accuracy. 
Oxygen Quantity Indicator accuracy out-of-specification limits. 
Specification limits revised to accept data. · 
RDR's 211- 56 , 58, 65, 66: SSe Performance, 
. SSC performance anomalies. The sse has _been replaced by the BVC 
for dash 6 PU3S ' ·s ~ 
RDR 235-22: Oxygen Flow Sensor. 
High oxygen flow sensor deactuation of warning tone below minimum 
specification limits. Reevaluation of tolerance band allowed ex-
pansion of limits to accept data. 
RDR 235-29: Oxygen Flow Sensor. 
Test procedure error produced false indication of High Oxygen Flow 
Sensor error. 
RDR 239-7: Feedwater Pressure Tt-ansducer. 
Feedwater pressure transducer set point shift. Permanent deforms~ 
tion of sensing element caused by test error overpressurizatton of 
s ensor. This item qualified by similarity to Oxygen Ventilation 
Circuit pressure transducer of s ame design, mechanism, ~nd range. 
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RDR 207-4: Oxygen Quantity Indicator. 
Reading error on Oxygen Quantity Indicator produced false indica-
tion of one out-of-specificati-on read,ing. Extensive component 
testing, including thermal/vacuum operations, verified indicator 
accuracy to be within specification requirements. 
Thermal Soak (Shippi ng and Ground Storage) 
Test requirements were defined to cover the thermal extremes of pre-
flight transportation and storage as follows: 
A, High temperature soak: thermal soak at 140. to 145Dr for 8 hours 
after the exterior surface of the shipping container reaches 1400!' 
at room ambient pressure. 
B. Low temperature soak: · thermal soak at 45 to 55DF for 8 hours 
after t .he exterior surface of the shipping container reached 450F 
at room ambient pressut'E', 
The dash 5 PLSS with RCU SV721783-2 was subjected to sixteen ~ (l6) hour 
test per SS/SSP 3048 while uncharged, nonoperating, and insta,ll<ed into 
the PLSS shipping container. The PLSS/RCU successfully passed; the test. 
There were no hardware failures as · a result of this testing. The dash 6 
PI.SS and RCU SV721783-5 is qualified by similarity. 
Odor and Toxicity 
The Odor and Toxicity requirements were a series of eight (8) gas 
samples, four (4) pretest samples, and four (4) outgassing samples, 
representing test samples of the outgassing experiment to be submitted 
for analysis of gaseous reaction products to verify absence of crew 
safety hazards. 
An analysis per SS 2128 included the determination of the total organic 
content, the carbon monixide content, the odor level, and the identifi-
cation of the individual gaseous constituents if above 10 f9n/g;ns. The 
analytical test data establis.hed that the outgassing and odor levels were 
below the maximum acceptable levels. The test article was SVSK7l738. 
The dash 6 PLSS is qualified by simila.ri ty as component redesign has 
not altered material composition • 
.. . 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 
EMI test requirements to insure compatibility with the IM electrical 
systems as follows: 
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A. Baseline Performance - All electrical functions of the PI.SS/EVC 
interface were performance tested, and a baseline performance 
calibration of the system was obtained. 
B. Radiated Interference 
l. Steady-state Mode - The EVC primary receiver transmitter was 
keyed for all tests. Interference measuring instruments were 
slowly turned through each continuous tuning range, and the 
frequencies at which maximum interference was detected became 
the test frequency. 
2. Alarm On Mode - Narrow band radiated interference measurements 
made during an alarm condition as obtained with fan and pump 
motors off. (Deleted) 
3. Transient Switching Mode - Switching operations were performed 
for the purpose of measuring broadband interference emanating 
from the PLSS . 
C. Radi.ated susceptibility an rf signal turned through a frequency 
range as app.lied to the antenna input connectors while PISS oper-
ating parameters were observed for indications o~ malfunctions. 
D. Power Line Ripple - Ripple in the eight power lines interfacing with 
the EVC was measured. 
E. Perfo~ance Record 
The dash 6 PLSS was tested per SSP 5120 while its systems were charged 
and operating in a steady-state mode, except during the "alarm on" power 
line ripple test which was repeated with the fan and pump switches off, 
and vent flow loop pressure reduced to 1.3 psid. The following anomalies 
were associated with this testing • . 
A. During the radiated interference testing, the Mode Selector SWitch, 
fan, and pump switches ~nerated broadband interference which exce-
eded specification limits. These out-of- s)ecification conditions 
were waivered with the incorp.oration of DAR'a W-5120 (-22 and 26). 
There were failures of the pump motor and current limiters during 
the Radiated Interference Test, but they were not cond1.dered ]MI test 
failures. This problem of sy.stem incompatibility is byoassed f'or · 
Apollo XI by deletion of fan and pump current limiters and the 
institution of fan and pump switching sequence restrictions. 
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Structural Endurance (Vibration, Lunar Landing Shock, EV Impact) 
Vibration test requirements are earth launch and boost, lunar ascent 
and descent, .random and sinusoidal vibrations to design limit and 
double nominal mission levels. 
The dash 6 PLSS and the RCU were subjected to double exposure of their 
respect i ve design l imit vibration le~ls per SS/SSP 3049, thus utiliz-
ing a s ingle unit to satisfy both double nominal mission and design 
limit r equiremeats. The test was conducted with the PLSS nonoperating 
but fully charged with all expendables. There were no hardware failures 
as a result of this testing. 
The RCU SV721783-3 was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 3049 while 
mounted in a fixture simulating the vehicle mounting configuration a.s 
defined by G.AEe drawing LID-340-11124. The RCU was in a stowed config-
uration and not powered. There were no hardware failures as a resul:t 
of this testing. The SV721783-5 RCU is qualified by similarity. 
Lunar landing shock test re<!uirements are to perform two applications 
of Design Limit Lunar Landing Impact Shock in each direction in each 
;plane of the test item for e total of twelve (12) impacts~ thus util-
izing one PLSS and RCU to zctisfy both double nominal mission and design 
limit impact shock test reqnirements. 
The dash 6 PLS.S was su'Qjected to the design limit lunar landing shocks 
per SS/SSP 3049. There were no hardware failures as a result of this 
testing. 
The RCU SV721783-3 was subjE'eted to the design limit lunar shocks ;per 
SS/SSP 3049. There were no hardware failures as a result of this te~t-· 
ing. RCU SV721783-5 is qualified by similarity. 
Extravehicular (EV) Impact Shock test requirements are two (2) impact 
shocks of 360 in lbs each applied over a 3-inch diameter area of the 
hardcover. The eecond shock to be applied three (3) inches from first. 
The PLSS less RCU was subjected to double ~xposure of design limit level, 
thus utilizing a single unit to satisfy both double nominal mission and 
design limit requirements simultaneously. 
The PLSS-6 was subjected to the EV shock test per· SS/SSP 3049 while 
restrained to simulate manned FGA mounting. The PLSS was fully charged 
and operating fan, pump, and sse for first shock; pump, sse, and 02 
regulator for second shock. 
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l . Tran;ipqrt. Watei · Lo~p -rio~ versus Delta-P .. bel6~ ~inimtun ;specification 
limi.ts. · ~Valuation of systEMns compatibil~:ty identified. requirement 
for ~thiut'ion· of de.$erl:!t~d water Which has subsequently been i,mpl~­
~nted .a.P ·~ 1ill'.1U re:quirement • · 
~DR ·~z~- ta~· .· Pzoimary. c?xy$~n Re~lato~~ · 
· . . 
: ·.· ·. · Ix\t.e~n~ l$akage· of .. P.rini~ry Oxygen Regulat·or temporarily apove 
• ~peq.ificatian lilllits. Subsequent testing showe9. that leakage has 
returiled to acceptable ·levels·. No degrad.'ation of regulator perfor-
mance eneauntered .even at highest leakage rates • 
. '· ' • . 
Tile .f'oll.owing '~ix .Ium' s . were generat~d in 'testing· of four o:perational 
.E!~ulatio:o..s :per SS/f:I.SP 3049. · · 
· jma'·zoo~94~. Transport Water Loop • 
·Trai:J."sport:· water flow rate· ver~us Delt.a-P below minim~ specification 
. limits resul.ting from combined effects of in.adequate qeaeration of 
. . ·. 
. the ·wate~ and pQor pump' effic~ency. Water deaeration problems were 
due. totes!; .facility leak-age, which. when corrected,. provided in-
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. creas-ed. pump performance.. Poor pump efficiency is a, suspect manu-
f~cturing defect ~ound on ?ther pumps man~actured in the S/N se-
queqc.~ inc,luding this ·unit • .. R~vision of manufacturing procedures 
and :tests, combined w,ith field test of s~spect units, have located 
and cor!'ected defective units. 
RPR 200~2~:- · TrMs:Port Wate·r Loop. 
5 • • ··. • • • 
. SSJne as 200-64. 
RDR 200:;98 ~ 99: Sub1imator Breakthrough ~ 
., . 
. , · · Subltilator brealttb.i'ough during test sequence. ·Procedural ·errors 
. ; . rest4ted ·in unrealistic transient heat loads iroposed on the trans-
' port wat.er loop. Retest. w{th c·orrect~d procedures met test objec-
tive~. · 
RDR 200-lQO~: ·. Oxjgen Temperature Above. Spe.cification • 
Same as 200.72 e~cept new require.ments to accept data stated in 
.-ECP-217 -74-E3385lR. 
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7.3.10 Transport Water Make-up Line Relocation and Gas Trap Addition 
7.4 
7.4.1 
Functional test requirements for verification at system level of' the 
relocation of the water make-up line and addition of the gas separator 
- include integrated compatibility tests and gas trap component tests 
for environmental and cyclic endurance. 
Sys.tems Tests were conducted per SS/SSP 3o80 for vibration and impact 
shock followed by system performance in a simulated mission profile. 
Component tests were conducted per SS/SSP 4048 for Salt Fog, HUJilidity," 
Sand and Dust, Thermal Vacuum Soak, Endurance and Structural require-
ments. 
Bottery Test Description end Results 
Structural Endurance (Vibration, lunar Landing Shock, and EV !Jnpact) 
Vibration test requirements for the Apollo XI mission are based on 
battery stowage within the PLSS only. Design Limit lev'e.ls were defined 
for Launch and Boost and Lunar Descent and Ascent. The SV701900-5 
battery was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 3048 while non-activated 
and installed in the dash 5 PLSS. The test was successfully passed 
based on the successful utilization of the battery in a subsequent 
simulated discharge per DAR P-3045-78 conducted af'te.r the EV Impact 
Shock Test. There were no hardware failures associated with this test-
ing, The SV701900-9 and 10 batteries are qualified by similarity. 
Lunar Landing Shock test requirements for Apollo XI mission are based 
on battery stowage within the PLSS only. Design limit levels were 
defined for Launch/Boost and Descent/Ascent. A S\'701900-5 battery was 
subjected to Innar Landing Shock per SS/SSP 3048. The test was succes-
sfully passed; there were no hardware failures associated with this 
testing. Battery -9/-10 is qualified by similarity. 
EV Impact Shock test requirements are two (2) impact shocks of 360 
in. lbs. each applied over a three inch diameter area of the hardcover. 
The second shock to be applied three inches from the first. 
The battery was subjected to the t~st per SS/SSP 3048 while nonactivated 
and installed in the dash 5 PISS. The test was successfully passed base.d 
on the subsequent successful simulated discharge per DAR 3049-78 (Re.f. 
paragraph 7.4.1). There were no battery failures as a result of this 
testing. 
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Life Verification and Pressure 
Life verification test requirements were to subject the battery to 
activated life cycle temperature extremes and verify functional per-
formance. 
A. Test was initiated within 45-60 minutes of 'obtaining the temper-
ature of the discharge period. Discharge was initiated through 
a 4.7 ohm_:!: 0.1 ohm load. 
B. Battery was subject;ed to a two (2) to four (4) second discharge 
pulse through a 3.15 ohm + 0.1 ohm load between 3 and 3.5 minutes 
after initiation of the discharge or a previous pulse until a total 
of four pulses have been imposed on the battery. The 4. 7 ohm + 0.1 
ohm load was to be reapplied immediately after each pulse. -
C. The test was to be terminated after four (4) hours of discharge 
when voltage fell below 16.0 volts which ever occurred first. 
The battery SV701900-5 was subjected to the tests (conducted after 
hot soak and cold soak) per SS/SSP 5083. The tests were successfully 
passed. There were no anomalies reported. The -9 and -10 are qualified 
by similarity as structure arid material are identical. 
Pres-sure Relief Valve endurance test requirements were to subject the 
Pressure Relief Valve to 500 relief and reset cyc"ies. The Pressure 
Relief Valve of battery SV701900-5 was subjected to the cycling test 
per SS/SSP 5083 after each battery life verification test. The tests 
were successfully passed . There were no anomalies reported. The SV-
701900-9 and -10 are qualified by similarity as structure and materials 
are identical. 
LiOH Cartridge Test Description and Results 
LM ECS Stowage and aperation 
Vibration and shock test requirements were to sub,ject the cartridge 
to design limit. r nndom and sinusoidal vibration and lunar landing shock 
lP.vP.l::l . 'l'h SV7108~4-5 cartridge (same unit subjected to thermal soak) 
~1as sub,jnded to th test per SS/SSP !~027A. The test was completed 
successfully. There were no failures as a result of this testing. The 
SV710854--6 and -7 cartridges are qualifierl by similarity. 
.... .• . 
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Thermal soak test requirements were to subject the cartridge to a 
desigp limit hot thermal soak. The SV7lo854-5 cartridge was subjected 
to the test per SS/SSP 4027A. The test was completed successfully. There 
were no failures as a result of this testing. The SV710854-6 and -7 
cartridges are qualified by similarity. 
Endurance test requirements were to subject the cartridge to a design 
limit endurance test. The SV710854-5 cartridge (srume unit subjected 
to v'ibr-9tion/shock) was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 4027A. The 
test WBS completed successfully. There were no failures as a result of 
this t esting. The SV710854-6 and -7 cartridges are qu~lified by simi- · 
larity. 
PISS Structure and Operation 
Vibration and Lunar Landing Shock test requirements were to subject the 
cartridge to design limit random and sinusoidalvibration and lunar land-
ing shock levels. The SV710854-5 cartridge was subjected to the test . 
per SS/SSP 3048 while installed in the PISS. The test was. suecessfully 
passed. There were no failures as the result of this testing. The 
SV710854-6 and -7 cartridges are qualified by similarity. 
Endurance test r equirements were to subject the cartridge to design 
limit high temperature functional test, and to determine during the test the 
LiOH dust level. The SV710854-5 cartridge (same unit subjeet to vibra-
tion and shock) was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 3o48 while installed 
in the PLSS. The test was successfully passed. There were no failures 
as a res~lt of this testing. The SV710854-6 and -7 cartridges are quali• 
fied by s imilarity. 
7.6 RCU Camera Mount and FGA Positive Locking Device Test Description and 
Results 
7. 6.1 Struct.ural Endurance 
7.6.2 
Vibration and Lunar shock test requirements were to subject the fittings 
to design limit random and sinusoidal vibration and doUble lunar landing 
shock levels. The SV721783-7 RctJ was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 
3082. The t .est was successfully passed. There were no failures as a 
result of this testing. 
Operation 
Force to actuate test requirements were: 
"'··· . 
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A. The force to operate the PGA release hatch sh~ll be 0.7- 0.8 lbs. 
B. The force required to install the camera mount adapter shall not 
exceed 14 lbs. 
Test conducted before and during cycle test, after vibration and lunar 
landing, and after four (4) hour hot and cold wall environmental tests. 
The SV721783-7 RCUwas sUbjected. to the test per SS/SSP 3o82. The test 
was successfully passed. There were no failures as a result of this 
testing. 
Cycling test requirements were: 
A. Camera moWtt adapter attached/removed 200 times. 
B. Positive lock device installed/removed 200 times. 
C. Acceptance of cycling contingent upon meeting force to actuate re-
quirement. 
The SV721783-7 RCU was subjected to the test per SS/SSP 3082. The test 
was success:fu.lly passed. There were no failures as a result of this 
testing. 
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8.0 OPS QUALIFI CATION SUMMARY 
8.1 Summary 
The OPS qualification test was conducted on two specimens as described 
in paragraph 8.3. The changes required to correct deficiencies re-
vealed during .qualif ication testing were veri fied during the OPS Delta 
qualification test described in paragraph 8.4.1. Configuration changes 
made after the PPS qualification and the qualificatioXl rationale are 
included in Table 8-1 with reference to the applicable qualific.ation 
documentation. The rationale for omission of test is included in par-
agraph 8.5. 
The OPS high pressure bottle qualification was conducted on seven (7) 
specimens as described in paragraph 8.6. 
The qualification test requirements of NASA ASPO-RQ.A.-llA are shown in 
paragraph 8.7 with the rationale and/or reference for each test. 
The functional qualificaticn of' the OPS with an insulated actuator 
assembly was verified by test, as shown in paragraph 8.4.2. 
8.2 Conclusions 
Based on the results of the qualification test contained herein, it is 
concluded that the Oxygen Purge System (OPS) (P/N SV730101-2-8) is qual-
ified to support the A:pollc .XI Mission and all L1mar EV missions within 
the following limits: 
Cold Case: Egress from a 60°F LM Cabin. Cold soak for 45 minutes in 
the shadow of the 1M prior to actuation. 
Hot Case: Egress from 90°F 1M Cabin. Hot soak for 3't hours at Lunar 
d~ maximum thermal flux prior to actuation (reference NASA 
Memo No. PD8/M1851). 
8.3 OPS Qualification Tests 
Reference documents: 
Test Procedure 
Test Report 
8.3.1 Nominal Mission Test 
SSP 3050 
SVHSER 5150 Vol. I-IV 
The following tests were conducted on the nominal mission unit, P/N 
SV730101-l-2 Pl Rev. A, S/N 003. 
r--:---------- ....... 
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(2) EXamination of Product (page D-3, D-4)*7-12-68 
(3) Mission Test, (page D-5 through D-10) 7-17-68 
(a.) Temperature (Test chamber shroud) 
Flow 
OPS initial average temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
2500F 
0.07 a.nd 0.36 lb/hr 
35°F 
0 • 4 X 10-4 liDD. }Jg 
RDR 521-1 Battery voltage in test procedure was incorrect -
no actual failure existed. 
(b) Mission Test 
RDR 534-4 OPS did not fUnction due to actuator failure. 
Rack unscrewed from cable--assembly procedure was changed 
to insure that N,ylock insert was engaged. 
(4) Mission Test, (page D-11 through D-13) 7-22-68'. 
Temperature (Test chamber shroud) 
Flow 
OPS initial temperature 
Ambient Pressure 
250°F 
8.1 lb/hr 
35°F 
1 x 10-6 mrn Hg 
The outlet temperature was below the acceptable specification 
1imi ts. Reference RDR 500-5. 
(5) Performance Record, (page P-14 through D-26) 7-22-68:7-25-68. 
The performance record test i .ncludes an examination of product 
functional test, internal leakage, and external leakage test. 
* Page numbers in parenthesis refer to data sheets in the applicable 
test report. The date following the parenthesis is the actual test 
date. 
··-:----· -·· 
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RDR 534-2 - During the :preparation for the minimum functione.l test, 
the actuator failed to function. The rack unscrewed from the cable. 
Corrective action was· to change assemh~ procedure to insure that 
the N,ylock insert is engaged. 
(6) Mission Test (page D-27 throush D-39) 8-2-68:·7-18-68 
This test was aborted due to difficulty in maintaining test chamber 
vacuum. Reference RDR 500-6, Loss of Test Chamber Vacuum. No 
c&use determined. 
(7) Performance Record (page D-4o through D-49) 8-3-68:8-4-68 
The test results were acceptable. 
(8) Mission Test (:page D-50 through D-53) 8-5-68 
Temperature ·(Test Chamber Shroud) 250°F 
Flow 8.1 lb/hr 
OPS initial average temperature 19.25°F * 
Ambient Pressure .13 x 10-4 mm Hg 
The outlet temperature was below the acceptable specification 
limits. Reference RDR 500-9. 
(9) Vibration and Lunar Landing Shock (pages D-54 through D-58) 
8-6-68:8-7-68 
Two (2) shocks in each direction of three (3) mutual~ perpendicu-
lar a.xies a.t 17.5 to 23.5 g's (twelve shocks total). 
See SSP 3050, paragraph 6.1.4, for vibration levels. 
(10) Performance Record (page D-59 through D-73) 8-7-68:8-10-68 
(11) Mission Test (pages D-74 through D-79) 8-10-68:8-U-68 
(a.) TempeJ:"a.ture (Test Chamber Shroud) 70°F 
Flow 
* Spec. requires 35°F - the test was more severe than required. 
) .. 
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OPS initial average temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
The test results were acceptable. 
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(b) Temperature (Test Chamber Shroud) 70°F 
Flow 
OPS initial aver~e temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
The test results were acceptable. 
0.07 to 0.36 lb/hr 
70°F 
0.1 x 10-4 mm Hg 
(12) Performance Record (pages D-81 through D-90) 8-11-68:8-12-68 
(13) Mission Test (pages D-94 through D-102) 8-13-68:8-14-68 
(a) Heat Flux 
Flow 
OPS initial average temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
300 BTU/hr. ft. 2 
0.07 to 0.36 lb/hr 
Not recorded 
· 1 X 10-4 mm. Hg 
RDR 500-10 - The outlet oxygen temperature was. above spec. require-
ments. 
RDR 534-3 _:- The actuator cable failed to provide a full stroke · 
due to worn Molycote. The beater switch was not actuated. Mod-
ification changed Molycote to Teflon. Qualification of the 
Illbdified actuator cable was accomplished by system Delta qualif-
ication and component test. 
(b) Heat Flux 
Flow Rate 
OPS initial average temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
300 BTU/hr. ft. 2 
8.1 lb/hr 
0.2 x lo-4 mm Hg 
RDR 500-11 - The OPS outlet temperature was not within specif~ca­
tion limits. 
( 
• 
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(14) Performance Record (:pages D-103 through D-112) 8-15-68:8-18-68 
RDR-500-16 - S:plit stra.in relief :potting on -connector was due 
to installation difficulties in the test chamber. 
(15) Mission Test (D-113 through D-114) 8-18-6_8 
Temperature (Test Chamber Shroud) 
Flow Rate 
OPS initial average temp. 
Ambient Pressure 
-250()p> 
8.1 lb/hr 
* 
-4 0.1 x 10 mm Hg 
* Not recorded. Average temperature at end of 3.5 hour cold soek was 
46.25°F. Test conditions were not adequate. 
RDR 500-15 - The OPS outlet temperature was not within specifica-
tion limits. 
(16) Final Examination of Product (:page D-115, D-116) 8-19-68 
8.3.2 Design Limit Test 
The following tests were conducted on P/N SV730l0l-l-2, S/N 001: 
(1) PDA 
(2) Examination of Product (:page A-116, A-117) 
Omitted by HSD - substituted E.O.P. from PDA. 
(3) Salt Fog (:page A-3 through A-7) 7-7-68. This test was conducted 
without the thermal garment, SV731814-l, in a 1.01, NaCl solution, 
95°F for 48 hours. 
(4) Insulation Resistance Test (:page A-8 through A-15) 7-9-68. 
Reference RDR 525-1, Insulation Resistance Failure. See RDR 
525-2 on Qual Failure for Corrective Action. 
(5) Humidity (page A-16 through A-20) 7·13-68. The unit was subjected 
to 100% relative humidity at 40 to .llOOF for 72 hours • 
,. 
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(6). Insulation Resistance (page A-21 and A-22) 7-16-68 
(7) San.d a.nd D!lst (pages A-23 through A-27) 7-16-68. The unit wa.s 
exposed to 0.1 lb/ft.3 sand and dust density for four (4) ho'Qrs 
at lOOOF a.nd less than 20% relative humidity. 
RDR 534-1 - During the post-test examination of product, the OPS 
actuator was inoperative. Failure investige;tion showed that the 
actuator a.ssemb~ had been improperly assembled. 
(8) Humidity (RETEST) (page A-28 through A-32) 7-~4-68. 
(9) Performance Record (page A-33 through A-43) 7-25-68. 
(10) Thermal Soak (page A-44 and A-45) 7-29-68. The 1mit was subjected 
to 143'*3°F for eight (8) hours and - 50;t3°F for ei:ght (8) hours. 
(11) Insulation Resistance,7-30-68. 
(12) . Performance Record (pages A-48 through A-60) 7-30-68 through 
8-3-69. 
(13) Cycling Tests (pages A-61 through A-64). 8-3-68 through 8-6-68. 
Actuator Assembly 201 cycles 
02 Connector 202 cycles 
Check-out Switch 204 cycles 
OPS/PLSS Interface 100 cycles (RDR.500-8) 
Antenna Connector 200 cycles (RDR 535-l) 
Examination of Product 
(14) Pressure Cycling (page A-65 and A-66) 8-6-68 
10 cycles 0-6900-0 psig 
(15) Performance Record (page A-67 through A-79) 8-7;..68 and 8-8-68 
RDR 512-1-2, 512-1-3 - Low outlet pressure#cause was determined 
to be due to test rig ins.trumentatiori. 
RDR 5l2-3-3 - Damage fill fitting threads due to defective fitting 
nut o~ test rig. 
I' , 
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(16) Vibration and Lunar Landing Shock (pages A-80 through A-83) 
8-10-68 tltru 8-12-68. The unit was subjected to two (2) .shocks in 
each direction of three (3) mutually perpendicular a.xies. 
(Twelve shocks total). 
See pages A-82, A-83, and Volume II of SVHSER5150 for vibration 
levels and test time. 
(17) Performance Record (page A-84 through A-93) 8-12-68 and 8-13-68. 
(18) Ittlpact Shock (Astronaut Fall) and Static Load. (pages A-9 
through A-96) 8-14-68. 
(19) Performance Record (pages A-97 through A-1()7) 8-14-68 and 8-15-68. 
(20) Mission Test (pages A-108 through A-110) 8-15-68. 
Shroud Temperature 
Flow Rate 
Ambient Pressure 
The heater switch was not actuated. 
70 to 75°F 
0.36 to 8.1 lb/hr 
0. 7 x 10-4 mm Hg 
(21) Locking. Pin Cycling (Retested) (page A-111 and A-112) 9-3-68. 
The locking pin handle was loose after cycling and the retaining 
ring was bent. The handle was redesigned and qualified by sys-
tem Delta qualification. RDR 500-8. 
(22) Examination of Product (page A-113 through A-115) 8-20-68. 
8.4 OPS Delta Qualification 
8.4.1 System Delta Qualification 
HSD Documents: 
Test Plan 
Test Procedure 
Test Report 
P/N SV730101-l-5/21295 
S/N 003 
ss 3075 . 
SSP 3075 
SVHSER 5265 
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(1) Perfortna.nce Record (page 12-22) 11-2-68 
(2) Vib~ation and Shock (page 47-173) 11-5-68:11-8-68 
{3) OPS/PLSS Interface Cycling (200 cyc~es) (page · ~74-176) U-8-68: . 
11-12-68. 
(4) Mission Test, low Temp. - Cold Start - High Flow (page 26~27) 
11-14-68. 
(5) Mission Test, High Temp. - Hot Start - High ,Flow (page 28-29) 
11-15-68. 
(6) OPS Actuation Cycling (200 cycles) (page 23,..25) 11-17-68. 
(7) Performance Record (page 33-46) 11-18-68 ann il~19-68. 
8.4.2 Actuator Insulation Sheath Delta Qualification 
HSD Documents: TBD. 
Test Plan TBD 
Test Procedure TBD 
Test Report TBD 
P/N SV 730101 
S/N 010 
(1) Endurance Test 
The purpose of this test was to provide handling history to. the 
sheath prior ·to the mission test. The test unit, S/N 010, has 
comple:ted two PDA tests prior to this Delta qua.lification test. 
(2) Mission Teets 
This test verified the ability of the actuator assembly to func- · 
· tion at extreme L!lll8.r conditions during arid after th~ee (3) cycles 
of exposure to IM and Lunar environment. 
(a) Cold Start - Cold Wall Test ( 3 cycles ) 
-250°F Shroud Temperature Lunar 4 hours 
' 60°F Shroud Temperature - 1M - 2 hours 
.Ambient Pressure 
OPS Initial Average Temp. 
. 1 X 10-4 Tlllll Hg 
6o°F 
( 
. 
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(b) Hot Start - Hot Wall Test (3 cycles) 
Shroud Temperature - Lunar - 4 hours +250~ 
Shroud Temperature ~ - 2 hours +lOOOF 
Ambient Pressure 
OPS Initial Average Temp. 
(3) Performance record 
8.5 OPS Qualificati on Ra.tionale for Tests Not Conducted 
(1) Acceleration (Reference SS 3050, page 6). The OPS is not re-
quired to function during accele:ration. The ability of the 
OPS to function after acceleration is dem:mstrated by its abil-
ity to function after vibration. The test vibration levels are 
considerably highcj' than the mission acceleration levels. Accel-
eration test was conducted on OPS ·bottles as ·shown in pa.ragr9.J?h 
8.6. . 
(2) Acoustical Noise (Reference SS 3050, pages 6-7). The stress 
levels generated by the mission acoustical noise levels are in-
significant. MIL-STD-810A, Method 515, supports this rationale, 
in that acoustical noise testing is not required on equipment 
located in areas where the noise levels are 130 db overall or less. 
(3) Odor and Toxicity. The OPS is qualified by S<imila.rity to the 
~s. Reference SVHSER 5176. 
{4) OPS Actuator Insulation Sheath. The insulation sheath is qualified · 
by similarity to the OPS insulation, except for tests stated in 
paragraph 8.4.2 • 
( 
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· OPS Bottl~ Quali'ficatton 
Test "Plan 
Test Pr-ocedure 
<rest Report 
· Specimen l ·. (S/N 16) 
ss 3052 
SSP 3052 
SVHSER '5249 
(1) Prod.uc~ion Acceptance Te~t (PAT) 
Ex&m;ination of Product 
Proof and, Dye_ Penetrant· 
·. External Leakage 
(2) · Blu"st Pre~$sure Test (15,200 psig) 
·(3) Metallurgical Examination 
Specimen 2 (S/N ll) 
(1) PAT 
(2) Operating Pressure Cycling to Fail~ · (59,354 cycles) 
(3) Metallurgical EXemination 
s·:Pecimen 3 ' (S/N 1:7) 
(l.) PAT 
(2} Proof ~essure cycling to .Failure (7, 7.36 cycles) 
. (3) Me.tal~urgical ha.-rniriation 
Spe_ci.Iil,en 4 (S/N 21) 
(l) · PAT 
(2) Pioof Pressure Cycling to Failure (4, 485 cycles) 
(3) Metallurgical Ex8Jil.ination 
.. .. .. ~ . o# ~ t ... 
.. 
1 .. 
SpeetnJen 5 (S/N 24) 
(1) PAT 
(2) Salt Fog 
( 3) Humidity 
(4) PAT 
(5) Burst Pressure Test (15,200 psig) 
(6) Metallurgical Examination 
Specimen 6 (S/N 1~) 
(1) PAT 
(2) Cleanliness Cheek 
(3) Vibration 
(4) Acceleration 
(5} Shock 
(6) Cleanliness Check 
(7) PAT 
(a) Burst Pressure Test (14,800 psig) 
(9) Metallurgical Examination 
Speci~en 7 (S/N 15) 
(l) ~AT 
{2) · Cleanliness ~eck 
(3) V:tbration 
(4) Acceleration 
(5) Shock . 
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(6) Cleanline's s Checlt 
(7) PAT 
(8) Burat · PI-euu.re Test. (14;'TOO psi.g) 
8.7 Qualification·Test Reguirements 
8. 7 .. 1 Design Proof (from Chart 2 ASPO-RQA - llA) 
Envi.ronment 
Acceptance 
Sea-Air /Humtdi ty' 
Oxygen 
Acceleration 
Vibration 
Acoustics 
High TemPeratUre/Vacuum 
Low Temperat-ilre/Va.cuum 
Landing Shock 
S~t Immersion 
. Verification by Test 
PDA 
Salt fog and humidity were conducted as 
separate test. 
Normal functioning of the unit during Mis-
sion Test verifies the units compatibility 
with oxygen. 
Not conducted - see paragraph 8. 5 
Nominal mission vibration test; Design 
liiDit vibration test; Delta Qualification 
Test 
Not conducted - see paragraph 8. 5 
Tested in shipping container uncha.rge at 
ambient pressure a.nd 145 to 5°F for 8. 0 to 
0.2 hours.. EXtensive thermal-vacutun test-
:ing is conducted on the mission test unit .. 
Tested uncnarged at ambient pressure and -50°F 
for 8.0 +· 0.2 hours. 
Tested with unit pressurized to 6,700 psig 
-6 shocks 10 to 12 g's. (Test also on Nom. 
Mission Unj,t}. 
Not applicable--the units are not returned 
to Earth • 
. ( 
Environment 
Sa.nd and Dust 
1ii'Ot-reqUired) 
J!!lP!\~,l;_§,tlpck ) {not required. 
Static Load 
---------- ) {not :required 
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Verifi~~~ion by Tes t 
Sand and Dust Teat was added to r~e­
l!ent possible L~ar contalJlination. 
Impact shoek was added. The unit was 
tested with bottles charged to 7, 000 · 
ps-ig. One 360 in. lb. shock was applied 
normal to cover t~ s:i.mul.ate a. lnaXimum 
energy lune.r fal.l .' 
Static load was added. The unit w~thstood 
7i.4 lb. for five (5) l!Wlutes. 
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TABLE 8 - 1 
NAMJo~ . . .. __ ' PART ~W-~tl31:1fs·------ - .--· -I{RMKI'li\S' 
,. ___ ....... . . - -- ·------- -·-----.---- · .. ... ----- - ----·-- ~ - - .. 
OPS SV730.l01- 2Pl Rev-. A SV730 10 1-2-12/Pl 
Qun 1 Unl t Flil(h t. Un1 t~ 
S/'N 001 
. . - ·--- -- ·---·- - - ~- --- -------- -
Flat ltd St:t·cw NAS 1102C06-l (4) 
--- . ---------·-· 
Nune Qualifiod by llt•1tu 
Qua 1 Tt•s t SVtiS~:H 
52();, 
-----·- -...,---+------------------------- --- . -- --- - ·--- ., 
Preformed 
Packing 
Preformed 
Packing 
Preformed 
Packing 
Adhesive Tape 
STSV047Cl0 
STSV047C7 
STSV052C070-333 
None 
69494010 
6949407 
STSV52G070-333 
Qualified by R~~­
ulator DVT 
Ref. SVUSE.R TBD 
STSV102B2 (AR) Qualified on Delta 
Qua 1 Test SVHS1m 
5265 
~----------------+------------------------------~-----------------
. 
Flat Washer 
Flat Washer 
Flat Washer 
Flat Hd Screw 
Harness Block 
Insert 
None 
SV585350X90 
SV585350X91 
SV714006-1032-10 (4) 
SV721740 
Control Bracket SV723640-l 
& Lever 
SV585350U92 
SV585350Y92 
SV585350Y91 
None 
None 
None 
Qu~lifie~ by Reg~ 
ulator DVT 
Ref. SVHSER TBD 
Qualified on Delta 
Qual Test SVHSER 
5265 
·-- ---· ·-------t---------------·---------+-..:..----~---- --· - ·-·-
Remote Control 
Act.uatnr 
SV721920-2 SV721920-4 Qun 1 1 r i ('d lJ y simi--
1 ari ty to the..-' 
SV7:ll H20-~l t\C tu~\ t Pl' 
o\ssc..•mb 1 y • ftc f •. 
CCBD 9r: 1 l 0. Set· Not 1 
1. 
------------+------------------------ >--- ---· - - ---· -·-- -. 
·~egulator SV730111-4 SV730111-7 Qua 1 1 I' i e cl ll y ~· t..• g· • 
OVT 
-----·-----~----------------------- '-· ·- ------· - - -- - ·----
Delta Rin~ Seal SV731608-l SV731608-7 Qualil'i'-•d by R(.·~·­
u 1 a t.ol' DV'f. R·~ l'. 
( 
I 
\ 
......... 
NAM.I:!: 
.. 
- . 
UeJ ta Ri llg- Seal 
Deltn R1 1\~ S(_•n 1 
L>elt::. Ri ng Svnl 
Frame &. Inserts 
Locking B racket 
__ ._.,._ ... ____ 
Thermal C over 
Hardcovc• 
Antenna 
-'-- ·- ----Actua.tor Th 
Sheath 
Lac.~ Ta.pe 
~---~- -
ermal 
. -
' 
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SV7Jl60~-2 sv7:JJ ll<>~-H · 
SV7J1608-4 SV73160H-ti 
SV731608 .... 3 SV731608-5 
SV731670.;..1 SV731670-3Pl 
SV731673-l SV731673-3 
SV731814-l SV731814-3 
SV731816-2 SV731816-4 
SV713932-3 SV713932-4 
None SV723006-l 
No±a2 sv 26! 0. 
·-
~ltl\ l l I' ll•tl' by 
u lu l u •· nv·r. 
R 
H 
l'~­
t' r. 
-- ... - -- ·- - -·-----.--
!Qualified 
Qunl 1'L'S t 
5265 
Qua li t'led 
1 ari ty to 
by D 
SVHS 
by .s 
the 
t.> 1 t n 
ER 
imi-
-2 
confi~;uration t 
PL' 11 ~l •lU:l l li 'i~"lt.' l01 : . 
Qualified on D 
Qual Test. SVHS 
5265 
---- - ---
SVHSER 5244 
Qu.aiiTrecroy-J:reTt 
Test 
a"QU.a'' 
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~ 
-· 
-. 
NAME .- -· - ----· 
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. ··~--·-··-r:r·;~:.·._,~ ....... !l(!~ t; :;::;;:; .... -:mx ..... .--.... - ·- ' 
NU~DERS 
- - .~.,-· REGULATOR 
DVT/Qual Unit Flight Units 
. 
Regulator SVSK 73499 SV730lll-7 Seal material change 
ECP E34768 wns qual-
it'icd by Regu 1 a t<ll" 
DVT. · Se'-1 comfnent (9) 
·- --~-- - ·- · 
--· ---
Jlo~e & SV718775-5 SV718775-8 Reduce number .n r 
She ath lnyel'H of lnsul a til>n 
from 7 to 5 .. ·Qual 
I..Jy eontponen t test. 
NOTE 1: Rationale for Qualification of the SV721920-4 .Actuator Assembl)' 
The cable construction consists of a fixed section solidly mounted 
between the OPS frame and regulator and a flexible section which is 
affixed to the actuator mechanism. The inner braided steel stroking 
cable is concentric with a thick walled Teflon liner on the flexible 
portiott and is covered by . an outer braided steel blanket which holds 
the assembly together and provides a slight axial compr~ssion on th~ 
Teflon liner. The inner cable extends unbroken through the fixed 
portion which is Teflon lined steel tubing, 
The change; which was implemented af"ter the formal qualificntion Pl'O~r::tm 
was completed consis·ts of four parts. They are: 
a. Added a swivel on the actuator cable at the OPS interfa('l'. 
b. Replaced Tcf lon liner on the actuator cable with lH' t tcr bond~·d 
Teflon composition. 
c. Replaced the actuating cam wi~h a hi~hcr rise cam. 
d. I3undod tho switch to the re~ulator case a.ft('J" ·nnnl adjustment_ .
. ··'····· . .. : .. 1:.._ 
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"'OTE (Cont.) 
The uecessi ty for makin~ the change and the ration~le tot- p•·oposinJ{ 
( 1 u u l i I' l c a tl on L> y s i m i 1 a r i t y f o 11 ow s : 
Swivel Chan~L': 
'file outm· sle(.•l braid has distorted on Sl'vornl occa::~iun~. 'This 
clistol·tinn, l<.nown ns "hirdcuginK"~ is primarily a scpna·ntton or tht• 
W('I.\Ve Ulltl is dut.~ to twistlng of the caul(.• during hnndlin~. Both lht~ 
cable vt•ndor and Hamilton Standard determined that Sl'Vl.'l''-' dist.or·li~ln 
could result in loss of cable output stroke; further r~~v.it:!W dl'l'-'l'miawd 
that thi~ condition ~ould be minimized or eliminated by rcpln~inK 
the J' ixcd end of the flexible conduit with a swivel joint ide1tticul 
to tho swivel joint currently utilized at the nctuntor/cnbl~ interface. 
The actuator/cable interface was subjected to the complete qualit"ication 
spectrum of tests which consisted of both environ~e~tal and functional 
nominal and design limit values. There were no failures of this swivel 
joint. Due to similarity of application on the opposite end of the 
flexible conduit, a reapplication of the teSt requirement is not con-
sidered to be necessary. 
Teflon Liner Change 
\...., During vit'>ual examination after predelivery acceptance testing of the 
OPS, a break in the teflon liner between the cable and the outer braided 
steel Jacket was observed. The actuato~ cable assembly was removed r~om 
the OPS and was disassembled for further examination. Several additiorial 
breaks were found in the teflon li~er. Since the teflon liner is the · 
load carrying portion of the flexible conduit, a test was conducted using · 
the DVT actuator assembly to determine if the breaks in the liner were 
detrimental. The tests demonstrated that the breaks in the liner can 
result in a decrease in cable output stroke which could prevent actuation 
of the OPS. Therefore, the breaks in the teflon liner were discussed 
with the cable manufacturer, the teflon tube extruder, Dupont, whereby 
it was det~rmined that they were due to a manufacturing defect c~lled a 
"Poker Chip". It was determined that the ''Poker Chip" is a slight dis-
continuity which can exist between extrusion slugs, a~ a result of the 
particular process used in the manufacture of the teflon tube. The 
present process u,sed to form the tube is· called gr.anular extrusion and 
utilizes teflon Resin T-1 which is a general purpose powder normally 
used to fabricate heavy wall teflon tubing. The teflon tube fabricator 
indicated that the "Poker ·chi'ps" can exist undetected ·in ~ranular 
extrudod tubing and can result in breaks when the tubiu~ is flexed. 
Both the tube fabricator and Dupont agree that the problem of "Poker 
Chip" and teflon tube breakage would be eliminated by changing tt> a 
"paste" or "plastic'' ex tr.usion process wh ic'h utilizes tet' Ion R~si n T-6 
which is a special-purpose teflon powder used to form thin wall nnd flex-
ible tubing as well as wire coatings. 
~ In addition to the improved resistance to the "Pok<.'r Chip'' defect, llw 
new Teflon has a tensile yield strength and elongation o!' 450P ' p:,.;t 
and :.100'!, as opposed to 2000 psi and 200% for the replnced nta tL·r i at. 'l'hl' 
dimensions and weight of" the replacement sheath are not n L' fl'~ ll'd. Dllt' l (l 
i .I 
I 
i 
t 
l. 
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l.hc I act that earlier teflon linE-r completed qualificatioil with no 
failures, and due to confidence of both the cable manufa<~tut•er and 
llami I ton 8tandard that the material chani{C eliminates thL' mm\Ufa<:-
lurin~ prtiblem, reapplication or the qualit".icat~on tc~t rt.•quiJ'<.'ml•nts 
is no L <'ons ide red to be necessary. 
Cam Ri!-w Chang~ & Switch Bondintc 
Analysis of ttw OPS heater checkout anomaly which occUJ'l:'d chu·ln~ tho 
Apollo 9 J'll~ht rcvt~alcd the most probable .<.·auHc to l>t..• n•lnt lvL' 11\0VL'-
In<:ut l>etwtwn the heater switch and the mountin~ brackt!try. Tta• t.•nm 
r·ise chau~c to provide mope positive actuation and the sw.itt=h lHH\din~· . t·hnn~ 
were impJ<:mented to eliminate any reoccurrance of the auomnly. 
Cam Rise - The cam rise was changed from a nominal .040 to a nomina~ 
.055 in. This results in a 0.0017 pound weight increase. Both analysis 
and project personn~l at Hamilton Standard ha_ve agreed that th"e weight 
change is entirely negligible and cannot affect the vibration charac-
teristics of the OPS. All other characteristics of this cam remain · 
unchanged. PIA procedures verify actuation of the heater circuit after 
installation of the higher rise cam. No requalifica.Uon of this chan ,~e 
is considered to be necessary. 
Switch Bondin~ Material - The switch is carefully adjusted during 
insta11atlono Insure proper positioning with relation to the cam. 
AJter adjustment is complete, the switch is bonded in place with EC 2216 
epoxy. This bonding material is used structurally in several other Pt.SS 
applications and has successfully passed exposure to the complete eh-
vironmental spectrum. The functional performance of Ute installation 
is verified during PIA. No requalificatlon of this change is considered 
to be necessary. 
Independent Functioning of the OPS Regulator 
I 
T!:~ independent function of the heater systew was demonstrated during the mission test 
conducted 8/15/68. Reference paragraph 8.3.0 (20). The OPS outlet temperature Will be 
below the specification requirements wi thou:t. the heater system under some condi tiona. 
~-The 
OPS S/N 010. 
actuator insulation sheath was qualified by a Delta Qualification Test on 
The test is described in paragraph 8.4.2 and 8.5: 
( 
. J'' •. .. '· .. 
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9.0 EMU TEST DOCUMENTATION MATRIX 
This section contains a matrix of qualification documentation' rel.ated to 
EMU garments and associated equipment for the total Apollo program. Pro-
cedures .and reports for all qualification tests are related to the appro-
priate certification test requirements (CTR's) and the mission applicabil-
ity for each document is shown. It shol,lld be noted that since the EMU 
qualification program has been based on incremental testing, previous 
mission qualification data i~ .~PP+:Lcabie to all subsequent missions wit.h 
additional segments of data being included as cinfigurations change and more 
sophisticated mission usage is reqt.tlred. Therefore, as· an example, al1 
previous experience in oxygen a.nd htliJiidity environmental testing 'is used 
as a basis for qualification of hardware for Apollo XI and all previous 
documentation is inGluded in the matrix. · 
~ 
' 
,. 
· _:- ..... 
.. ~ 
APOLLO MISSION 
CTR TI',I'LE TEST PROCEDURE TEST :REPORT VII VIII IX X 
c C' D F 
1-1 Cycling 8812700449 X X X X 
8812700483 X X X X 
8812700483 X X X X 
. 8812700513 X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X 
8812700531 X X X 
8812700541 X X X 
CSD-A-870 X X X 
8812700539 X X 
8812700561 X X 
.csD-A-888 X X 
'8812700575 
8812700620 
2-1 02 and -Humidity CSD-A-604 X X X X 
'IT.A-TP-2T462-01 X X X X 
TTA-TP1-2T442-0l X X X X 
CSD-A-762 X X X X 
CSD-A-820 X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X 
CSD-A-849 X X X 
csD-A-887 X X 
CSD-A-888 X X 
TPS11921815 
CSD-A-900 
. CSD-A-475 X X X X 2-2 Salt Fog 
CSD-A-762 X X X · x 
CSD-A-820 X X X X 
CSD-A-849 X X x . 
CSD-A-887 X X 
OSD-A-888 X X 
2-3 Sand and Dust CSD-A-476 
CSD-A..:900 
XI SUBS 
G 
X X 
X X 
x· X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X. X 
X X 
X. X 
X X 
X X 
x · X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
. .. ----. .- -- · 
l 
I • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~if$'~ ~ ..... ~ () 
CJ) CJ) ..... ~ 
~f!lb 
(J) 0 ::s 
~t::l~('t 
0 
1-b 
~~~ (I) •• 
.l 
' 
,·'"! 
.. l 
•;; 
·l 
j 
:~ 
.;: 
1 
• I 
''· 
·.~ 
. ·l 
-~- .... ·-/ .-,. 
APOLLO MISSIO!'i 
.. 
CTR TITLE TEST PROCEDURE TEST REPORT VII VII I IX X XI SUBS 
c C' · D F G 
2-4 Stowage low Temp . CSD-A-730 X X X X X X 
TPR-2T442-02 ·X X X X X X 
TrA- TP-2T442-02 X X X X X X 
Tl'A-TP-2T442-30 X X X X X X 
· TTA-TPl-2T442-02 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-820 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-762 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X X X 
CSD-A,-849 X X X X X 
CSD-A-887 X X X X 
CSD-A-888 X X X X 
! 
2-5 Vibration CSD-A-477 . X X X X X X 
CSD-A-762 X X X X X X 
HAFB 6/2l/68 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-887 X X X X .· 
CSD-A-888 X X X X 
CSD-A-900 X X 
2-6 Shock · CSD-A-480 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-483 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-762 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-820 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X X X 
. CSD-A-395 X X X X X 
CSD-A-849 . X X X X X 
CSD-A-887 X X X X 
CSD-A-888 X X X X 
l@'ff~ ~i~~ .-~' 
r CD 0 I:! t:j:::Srr ~~t; . ro • • 
CSD-A-482 X X 
CSD-A-900 X X 
. CSD-A-938 X X 
' 
2-7 Acceleration CSD-A-693 X X X X X X 
CSD-A-824 X X X X. X X. 
CSD-A-849 X X X X X 
CSD-A-887 x · X X X 
CSD-A-888 X X X X 
'I 
/ 
CTR TITLE TEST PROCEDURE TEST REPORT VII tvirr 
c C' 
2-9 Odor and Toxicity CSD-A-718 X X 
WS68-1080 X X 
WS68-1081 X X 
WS68-1082 X X 
vTS68-1083 X X 
ws68-l084 X X 
ws68-1085 X X 
ws68-l086 X X 
ws68-1087 . X X 
ws68-1o88 X X 
WS68-1089 X X 
ws68-1090 X X 
CSD-A-824 X X 
ws68-1169 X 
CSD-A-887 
CSD-A-888 
TPSll22613 WS69-1358 
CSD-A-900 
3-1 Spacecraft Interface CSD-A-562 X X 
CSD-A-8o3 X X 
CSD-A-848 X 
CSD-A-890 
3-2 Lunar Surface No Number 
CSD-A-910 
3-3 EMI and Acous·tic Noise E1.£-P-25A08-104 X X 
E:t-.e-R-25A08-104 X X 
CSD-A-818 X X 
CSD-A-824 X X 
EJ'.C-P-25A08-105 
EMJ-R-25A08-105 
CSD-A-888 
3-4 Earth Orbital EV SS-2127 
· Activity SVHSER 5575 
CSD-A-888 
APOLLO MISSION 
IX X XI 
D F . G 
X . X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
·x X X 
X X X . 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
..__ . 
SUBS 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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APPENDIX A 
TO 
CSD- A-945 
Sl161ARY ·oF 
DISCRFJP ANCY REPORTS 
QUALIFICATION TESTS 
. IN SUPPORT OF 
APOLLO XI 
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This apt>endi:X contains summary listings of all discrepancy reports 
(DR's) written during the qualification test activity in support of 
the Apoll~ xr· mission. The tests covered are shown below: 
Design Limit Cycling Tests 
Environmental Tests 
Sand and Dust Test 
Odor .and Toxicity Test 
Lunar Surface Functional Demonstration 
All formal. EMU qualification testing in support of Apollo XI is coin-:' 
plete. -!UJ. discrepancy reports applicable to the test program and 
the dispositions of each have been identified. 
At this time, three DR's remain open. None of these three have any 
impa.ct on qualification of the EMU :for the Apollo XI Mission as shown 
below: 
DR No. ll93ll03, PGA-S/N 05(?, EXCESSIVE LEAKAGE . 
This excessive leakage occured during condl!ct 9f Lunar Su;rface 
qual at SESL, (reference DR No. 11930917). The suit was patched 
and the disposition was to use as is to complete the test. DR 
No. ll930917 was thus closed. After the test, DR No. ll93ll03 
was written to prohibit further manned chamber tests on this PGA 
until a rework of tbe affected areas is complete. A waiver was 
then obtained to permit use ot this item for unmanned therma.l-
vacuum tests at I.I1!V (Memo EC95l NA ll86). DR No. 11939903 will 
probably not be closed prior to the flight of Apollo XI. The 
disposition action is dependent on planned future usage of this. 
PGA only and in no way impacts qualification of the mission PGA's. 
DR No. 13930666, PlllS-S/N 017, BATTERY VOIII'AGE LaV 
This low battery voltage was noted during conduct of the Lunar 
Surface Qualification Test at SESL. An interim disposition of 
"use as is" to complete the test was made since no hazards were 
involved and the fault was known to be lack of modification of 
the current limiters. Since the test, the modifi~ation has been 
accomplished in a .ccorda.nce with service instruction nLimb.er 182 
and final DR closure is emminent. 
·' 
·. .. 
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DR No. 13931988, PISS-S/N 017, SC~CHED HARDCOVER 
This scratch was noted during conduct of the Lunar Surface Qual-
ification Teat at SESL. An interim disposition of 11 Uae a8 is" 
was made since this discrepancy does not effect PLSS form, fit, 
or function. Final closure of this DR will probably not be made 
prior to the flight of Apollo XI. The final disposition is con-
tingent on planned future use of the PLSS, ·S/N 017, ·and in no way 
impacts qualification of the EMU. If this item is scheduled for 
future flight use, a c.omplete rew.ork of the' unit is required since 
it was the teat item for PLSS qualification at HSD and a new hard 
cover would be provided at that time. If no future critical ap-
plications are· planned for this item, it will probably be down-
graded and the DR will be closed appropriately. 
DR 1 s are arranged within test catagories by each test item. Info:rma- · 
tion included is DR number, Fault, Disposition, Status, and Comments. 
All DR 1 s written for each test exposure are included. The status of 
all items is correct as of 7 July 1969. 
A recapitulation of the numbers of DR 1 s related to tests and end items 
is presented in matrix form. This matrix shows t:he nUl@.er of DR 1 s 
written for each test item during each test accomplished in support of 
Apollo XI qualification. 
·. 
I Q) I t' 
~ . u ·ri I ~ : vJ v ~ ~ J Total l ~ I a I 
<dtd ~ ~ !> Ill <d a;J ,;:: 'H t:'H .p 0 ,;:: (.) 
NOMKNCLATURE 
I ~ ~ ~ 
' » C\.1 !3 I o o ~ I 
·r-l 
~; ~ ~ ~ 
tl) t=l .0 
•r-l 
> 
.P 1-l t:l ~ kv ~l-l o a:J ~ 0 § ·rl tJ Ill Ill .a;J a;J CIS ,..  l-t td ·rl DR I s 
H eo 9 eo :=$ 9 :=$ g . ca (g aS ·rl per 
!=I ...:l ~!=I ...:l til ...:Jtl) § ~ It s 8 em ~ Type 
Qual 
DR's I DR's I PR 's jTots.l l MR 's/ MR.'s !Fail-
Open Close~ Void I MR's Open plosed ure_ i 
~ss ure ~).'lllent Assembly I 15 IN/A 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 26 N/A 43 1, 42 0 11 1 10 8 : 
_Press~e - liagc I 0 i N/ A 0 0 0 N/A N[A 0 N A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PreS.§_tg~ . llelief Valve 0 N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .: 
Helmet _ 5 0 N/A !{A N: A N'/A 0 .8 N'J A 1~ 0 12 1 1 0 1 1 
rv-GiOvcs ·· 1 i.~/A N/A N A N A N/A . N/A N/A N/A 1 o 1 o o o o o 
Comfor t Gloves 0 iN/A NIA NIA N A N/A NIA 1 N/A l 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
EV Gloves _5~/A N/A N/A NfA 0 N/A 8 N/A l'i 0 1'i 0 0 0 .J) 0 
L_unru-_]3o_ots ___L 2 _ ___ll{/A IN/ A I N'/ A I N/ A I NJ A l N'/ A I 3 I N/ A I 2 I Q___l_ 5_ I · 0 I o I o I o I o. 
Juid CoolinJ:>: Garment - I 2 IN/A ]N/A I N/A I N/A I }]/A IN/A I 5 IN/A I 7 I o I 7 I o I o I o I o I o 
1ar Extravehicular Visor I 3 IN/A l rJi/\ I N/A I N/!_!_ O_j . 0 l 9 I 1 I 13 l 0 I 13 I 0 l 3 I 2 I 1 I 2 
~ge Valve_ __ I __ 1 IN/A IN/A I N/A IN/A I N/A I NTA I 2 I N/A I 3 I o I 3 I o I o I o I o I o 
:nnunicat ions carri er I 1 I N!A . __ I N/A l.lilAJ _NLA I N/A IN/A I 1 I.NLL L 2 I 0 I n2__L_____o I 0 L__Q_J__ _Q_ I 0 
) Harne as · I _1 I N/A .I N/A I N'LA I N/_A___j_JV A___lNL A _._l__rr/A lNLA___I 1 I ·0 I J I o I 0 I o I o I 0 
) Bel t I 1 IN/A IN/A ] N/A IN/A IN/A IN/A I N/A IN/A I ... 1 I . 0 I 1 I o I o I o I o I o : 
1st ant Wea r Garment I 4 IN/A IN/A I NIA I N/A I NIA IN/A I NIA I NIA I 4 I 0 I 4 I o I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 
:al Containment Subs. 0 0 o o 
.ne c C.I!..~c i).on Tl·ans . 0 0 1 ·o 
..met St mo~agc Bag - 05 0 0 0 o . 
.met Stowage Bag - 07 0 0 0 
J Maintenance Kit I 0 IN/ A I N/ A I N/ A I N/ A I 0 I N/ A I N/ A I N/ A I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I o 
·gen Purge System I 0 lr:lil-_.1 N/A I lJLA I N/A_j N/A ' IN/A I 2 I N/A I ··2 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 ' 
-table Li f e St1p.:Qpr'l;_§ys_!;e~LN1A. I N/A I NlA 1- N/A ili/.A__l NJJ[~ 1 iiO-:Nl.l\ I 14 I 2 I 12 I o I o I o I o I o 
.a l DR-'s pertest t-ype - - r 50 I ()-ry- r- -o I' a~ - · 0-- c 0- r-&J I 1 . 1133- T' 3-L l29T 1-[_lb l __ 3_l _1_3 I ll 
DR ' s ~n _l_ o I' o I o I o I o I o I o I 3 1 o I 3 f 3 C>t<J::>t<C>KT>K. l~
DR r a Closed I 49 I o I 2 I o I o I o I o I 77 I 1 1129 C>t<J 129 C>I<..C>I<..[::I  
DR 1 a Void I 1 I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I 1 C>I<J;>I<J 1 l::?t<I >Kr:::::::t<r:::t< 
Tot a l MR's I 10 I o I 2 I o I o I .o I o I 3 1 l _1.16 r:::>{<L5RJ~f 16n~ 
MR 1 s _Open . ] 3 I 0 ! 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 l -0 l - 0 I 3 [~?f<::C5f<::J:>K:L>i<l__3_l===*<[::::::f.< 
MR 1 s Closed I 7 I 0 I · 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 3 I 1 I 13 I 13 C5F< 
Qual Failure 7 l___Q l _2_! __g_ L _Q__L_ __ o _j o I _ 2 l _o l u I 11 
NOI'E: N/A = not applicable, ·see sections 7 ,~d 8 :for additional data on OPS and PISS 
TABlE A-1 QUALIFICATION DB/MR/FR RWAPIT.UI.A!I'ION M.A!rRJX 
l-d!l:l !:tft1 
Ill Ill (0 0 
~1--'<n Ill Cll ..,. s; 
Ill til s 
t/JH-(1) 
Cll 0 !j 
:r 1:11:::1 ct' 
.r::-~ ~ 
~()) 0 (") F-t C.. {'J) g. )=' !t> :r I~  ~ 
l 
'¥-t 
d 
: :E:ICLATURE ~.fu_~R SDi 
;,.: :1. A7~100000-42 039 
. 
. 
. . 
.. 
::elmet A7~102043-01 00~ 
.. 
. .. 
. 
TABLL_ .-2 
·-iCALIFIC . .;:;:: n;; :n s;_~.:-L.;..-qy 
APOLLO XI DESIGii LI!-IT: CYCLI::G 'ZESTS AT: IU::I 
Page.J._ot~ 
DR Nill-!BER FAULT DISPOSITION 
AA8_3-02_94 ITMJ Wear Areas Use as is 
AA83-0312 Wear and scratches in Use as is 
area of Electrical 
Harness 
AA83-0313 Scratches on metal Use as is 
surfaces 
AA83-0321 Screw loose on upper Repair and 
torso buckle us.e 
AA83-q323 ITMG pulled loose from Use as is 
pressure gage 
AA83-0338 Holes in outer layer of Use as is 
ITMG 
AA83-0346 Excessive leakage {750 Repair and 
s ~c/min ) Continue test 
AA83-0362 Connector cover zipper Replace lan-
lanyard pulled loose yard and con-
t i nue _test 
AA83-0365 Excessive leakage (900 Repair 
sec/min 
AA83-0366 Tears and abrasion Us e as is 
AA8i-Oi70 Holes in comfort liner Use as is 
AA93-0001 Shoulder Convol ute, Wear Repair and 
and Abrasion ret urn to tes 
AAC)q- Q0_26 ITTt.G .-wear areas ~e as is 
AA93-0027 ~xcessive leakage · (1250 Repair and 
sec/min ret urn to tes 
AA93-0048 ~xcessive leakage (0.9 Repair and 
scfm) Ret urn to tea 
AA83-0297 !Valsalva devi.ce inter- Use as is 
feres with donning and 
.. ldoffing • 
AABJ-0311 ISeratcbes on feedport ' Use as is 
'"flapper" 
AA8_3-0341 Scratches on bUbble Use as is 
. AA83-0368 ~alsalva device-latch Use as is 
malfunction 
AA93-0068 ;Feedport torque values Change Spec. 
incorrect Valves 
STATUS 
Closed 
Closed 
~vlosed 
Closed 
Closed 
.~lased 
Plosed 
plosed 
plosed 
Closed 
Dlosed 
Closed 
lased 
Closed 
Closed 
Voided 
Closed 
,Closed· 
Closed 
Closed 
.-'-
Document No. CS~A-Q45 
Revision Release~Da~te----~7~J~ul~y~l~9T69~ 
Page A-5 of A-12 ~ 
COMME!:?S ! 
Reliability Action Item 1-0014 
Nonnal Wear 
' • 
1 Clean 1 tems 1 I.eaJ<:age '!'e-st, 
ret urn to test. 
IPerronn addition cy<U1ng to . 
verify correcte1 installation 
Mission 31 day o · 
Considered to be normal wear ' 
~ssion 4 post tes t , MR 03tl520:: 
Closed 
fMission 6, day b . • 1 
fM1ssion · 6 post test, MR 03919-
1 Closed. S.e_e DR AA9~-0001 · ! 
Mission 6 post test, MR 03921:. 
Void - Not a failure 
Does not effect frmction 
MR 03925-Closed. New design I 
initiated for fli~ht • · ' 
onsidered normal wear : 
~ssion 8 post teEt, MR 03927-' 
Plese, add patches f'or fllp;ht : 
~ssion 97 day 5, HR 038~-
·-Ope~Item ~xceeded require. 
~at a descrepency ., t: 
No effect on performance ··~ 
,. 
.• 
MR 03920- Clo~ed, · change de-: 
a.ign of latch and snriba 
Higher torque valves added . ' - ' 
ner . E~TLCT-A-~261 .-;.: 
PART 
.. ,'~IE;:k'IA'lliRE NlJNBER s ::; 
:v .:tlcYes ~7~103000- OS!.. 
0')/06 
~\"' Gl2Ye~ A.IL-203000 0' ~ 'T j 
::..w13r B'-~ot~ IA7L-10to43-0l 029 
/-02 . 
!:..iquid Cooling iA6L- 400000-0~l 061 
C-~1. C T-E llt 
LW1ar Ex.trgvehiC!- ~ 7L-20 5000-01 004 
ulsr Visor 
Asseu:bly 
Purge Vs.l'le A6L- 50 5000-02 l5o 
Cc~~l.l!11cati ~ ::..s 16536G - 02 132 
Csrrier 
Bic Hanes.:; A/L-101054- ..... ? 1-
.. 
13i~ Belt SEB-13100084- 1222 
202 
Consta:1t V.Tear SEB-13100061- 1126 
':;9-:r.~.e:-; t 208 
T E A-2 
~.JALIFIC...~~l,_)_~ DR S~:-::.:~y 
. ·-
,-- :E3I~U L!:-[['!' CYCLI:~G 'i'ESTS .~:: II.t...' ~ 
T ·~ .J 
".F. :: ~::' -~~R FAULT DISP\..)0ITIJI: 
AA2,3- C' ~~)'? Torn and abraded in Use as is 
Palms 
A..-\~1-0 .:>•c 7or n and abraded Use ~:> is 
AA8.3-C330 Flattening of wrist dis· . Use as is 
C!Onnect LH 
AA.8~-C'i)6 Wear and abrasion Use as i<i 
AA83-0367 Torn and abraded on Use as is 
"'alm 
AA:?3-0028 Holes in chromel '' R" Use as is 
on palms 
AA83-0300 Abrasion and wear Use as is 
AA83-0340 Chip out of sole of Use a~ is. 
left boot 
AA83-03-t-!+ Stitches broken at Use as is 
right wrist 
AA83-0369 Tack stitch broken on Use s.s is 
dosimeter pocket 
AA93-0024 Wear and fabric frayed Use as is 
AA93-0025 Polycarbonate cracked Use as. is 
AA93-0033 Washer missing on pin Use as is 
of locking device 
AA83-0337 Scratches on surface Use as is 
AA83-033l Plastic coating cracked Use as is 
anchor thread on con-
nectar missinlZ. 
AA83-0301 Wear/Tom area around Use as is 
amplifier, connector, 
and 9-pin harness cover 
AA83-0302 Abraded and torn on Use as is 
amplifier pocket 
AAff3-03lo Hole in material back Use as is 
of neck 
AA83-0317 Small holes in front Use as is 
torso area 
AA83-0342 Holes in material in Use as is 
neck arej2and d~~i~ter -
pockets . and ·. 
AA83-0343 Hole in material baek Use as i s 
of neck 
..-.... 
' . Document No. c... A- 945 
Revision . : 
Release Date 7 JUly 1969 ' 
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I 
STATUS COM!-IE~fi'S . 
Closed No effect on fum t1on 
Closed No effect on function 
Closed Test suoject dropped glove 
Closed No effect on function 
Closed Mission 6 post test 
Closed Mission 8 post test 
'"· 
Clcsed Mission 2 pos t test 
Closed No effect on function J 
I 
Closed · No effect on function 
'I 
Closed No e~fect on function 
! 
Closed Written after 10 missions - ., 
Not failures 
Closed MR 0392b- Open • Tech Agree. : 
Closed MR 03921>- Open, Tech Agree;. 
Redesign washer 
_;lased Not c::>nsidered a failure 
Closed No effec t on form, fi t, or ; 
function . i 
Closed Not a qual. 1 tem. He, effect 
on form, fit, or function 
Closed Uo effect on func t i onal 
performance 
Closed No effect on function, Miss!~ 
2 post test ' 
Closed No effect on function, _Missr~ 
2 post test 
Closed No eff ect on function 
' 
. , 
Cloaed Ho effect on f~ction 
.. 
:"": 
.--
-· , ~_ r;--· -. ' ! -~7: --=\.-
.::-::;.1 C m.::ti:;_:_cliL 
Sy2tr::: . 
-- .... .---
"''"' · .. 
-~:..:L-~2:-:::~c-2~ 
\ 
TABu; A-2 
.... -_ .., ___ ...  ~ '- .. __ - . - ' - ~ 
Document No. CSD-A-945 
Revision 
....... '- 7 . 
~· ..... ..,~·- y- =::_c=~:~: ~-=:=~- =~-=-~-~- · . . ...... ~ iA.' L 
Release :.,.Da-te--7-J __ ul_y__,..l9~. 69 
Page ___ A-7 of !-12 ... 
: :'!f --.-;:- ~:-_: r;:;r-:: 
:~ ~.;;.23-J.?? -7 
S'l41 AA83-0339 
Page_]_ 0 ! __ ~ --
h " "lr-
... --·- ·"·'"-
.At rs.d;;:C. ani tor:: 
c:rs 
:,.l. ;.·i-
:.: [SP, \S I'i'! JK f: 'I'_.o;:es co;.:J.:Ei':I2 
Use :.J.S is Closed Incorrect fit 
Frayed and brcl\cer:. stit-1 Use as is Clcseda No effect on functions 
ches • 
-_-l·i::e c.-Ee..'ci,·r-" l~·-C::..:::2-2.:: ;.~.;:33- J.ZE~ Lea:.d::g water at inlet C,;r.tpl e te a:=- Clos e d Continue tes t e ~ncr; c ::r:ole-::.ic: 
por-e 1 sembly upon of assembly -~ - · 
-:::re:::.:fer A.3se:::bly 
:eL:et S:,.-~,r:c.-:e 
~-o.· (Pro ;,":,,' :·:I~Cc)nfi~~~~~~) 
:01.~-;_ ~~ ~tO";-J2.e;·= 
.. _ ~•,; (.\;:.:.J..:- XI 
·. ,f·<J' ra-··-")· 
-·-•• l.o::cl , l.--1 
LSS Mock- :.<p 
']est support equ-
p::oe!'lt cnl;_,·, not 
-. -· 1 ha'"'l' -~ re) -:.~.!...:!-· ! .L--·,,,J. 
,..,__ 
, ' 
AA8~-0 'B5 
AiL- -=oc?GCC _,) _ ~:2.) AA8] - C29i:' 
AA93-0029 
leaking -we,ter 
F::- reign !·1aterie.l •Je 
Vi s~r. Support AsEec:bl-. 
Zipper torn loose from 
fabric 
receipt cf 
nartc: 
Return to vendl,Closed 
Pse a:;; is T Closea: 
Closed 
Closed . 
t-ffi. 03917 written- Closed 
No effect on f o rm, fit, or 
function 
Missi~po3t test 
'l 
.. <\·7L- ~O?XC·O,... 0 5c AA)j- 0122 E.l<!U t-1aintenance :·~ t 
a~d glove holder wear 
Use as is 
Use as is 
Use as Is 
Use as is 
Closed1 No effect on function ! 
AAcn- OlP 
A.A.S~J-0127 
Glove holde r ;•ear 
EMU Maintenance ~~t , 
glove holder and 
. a 
Cl0sed( No e~ect on function 
Closedl No effect on function .'t 
~A02-713901- 007 AA83-0326 Left s houlde r strap Repair and Not a qualification ite~ 
11 torn loose return to 
test 
I 
-,o 
.l 
' 
__ , 
'I 
,.:.'! 
., 
,.. . 
'1. ....E A-'J. 
""lTJ"•T TPT/"'' .~r · r:.~T :-~ 11' ~T'!'P1 .~';'"'"''' •J 'J-·~-~- ... ·------~- · ~ '-• ....... -- ~ .-...:. ..... 
DELT.; ENVIEON!-l:E?lT . .::.L TE:::T~ FCR hFOLLC XI 
-
-
FaS<e l cf' l 
--· 
::'ART 
··:c:.~Jc:L..:..l' TJF-=· :-.u.:.§R siN DR NUHBER FAULT DISPOSITION 
c·essure Gar;:;.er:-: .~.-;-I.- ~J0000-22 001 11930209 Left Outlet Gas Con- Retw·n to 
.. ,ssenbl:.: (SarLi. nectar lock-leek "Would '!'endor f 0r 
o.1ll Dust. Tes::) not disengage until be railure 
ing cycled 6 t'o 10 analysis 
times after test ex-
posure. 
11930210 Rig~:t Inlet Gas Con- Ret urn t o 
nector lock-lock -would vendor for 
not disengage until f ailure 
being q·cled 6 to 10 ana lys i s 
times after test ex-
posure. 
-~' ~1ar ExtrB.Ye ' ~L:u- ,:_;L-205000-01 004 11931741 Failed to meet tile odo Use a.s is. 
~a.r Visor h.ssc-u1Jl,. test ·reqtdrements in This DR -was 
(O.i.or s.nJ T ,'xi·:·.----:~. that the average odor -written in 
Test) panel sc ore -was 2.8 as error since 
opposed to an accept- the method 
able score of 2.5 max- of determin-
imtun. ing the odor 
panel score 
· did not con-
sider an aryn 
runriate dil 
ution factor 
T!te correct 
score is l. 
84 which is 
acceptable. 
.--......,_ 
. - j 
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~TATUS 
Closed 
Clo~ed 
Closed 
--
~ - -
cc: :::.:: 
--
MR MSC 0363L' "Wl':'.:": +. . ~(1~ ECi,~n 
orcced.ure deve ~ .. _: ,: - ~·:·~: ;::.1 
':'roblem 
- .._ u _ .. 
, __ 
MR MSC 03634 -w : ~ · 
procedure deve 
problem 
MR MSC 03844 -wr~ · - :! . :...~.-~ 
: .:c;::;iOI 
~ :ec.;! 
.... 
·-c lqs~ 
' t:j 
., 
.. ~ 
..,. 
;,·~ 
' 
·• 
-
-
· ... -; 
~ 
... ! 
~l 
:A1 
., 
• ::1. 
- ! 
.. .::..· .. -~ - - ,_ -_,_ ..., 
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- -
r A.'t\? 
IiQ!,r.:-,:.jCL . .:.::m;-=- Nt.HB::::R s/n DF. ~ni-IlLR FAUL~ DISFOSITIOfl ~T..~TUB ca.u . .u:;ms 
~ ATL-2.00000-42 050 ll93C903 T: ~er::10 -::ouples incper- Rework to Cl osed ' u.-> ... 
ative dr awin,-1 
: 
-
ll93o6lh. Improper Asser:lbl:,r Rewcrk ::: Clos ed. ! drawing 
ll93oG13 Fra yE''.i Use as i s Closed 
119~0525 Te-rn Use a s ~s Closed 
11930591 Torn ll'NG xi pper f lap Rework to Cl osed -. 
d.rawin:1; 
-
11930:22 Holes in ITl,IG Rew9rk not Closed ~iR NSC 03645 - Clc:s-~ L • • 1-iod.- ~ 
to drawing ify PLSS interface 
-
11930743 Tom I TNG Rew.: rk tc - ---.. ·· Closed -; 
drawing 
-
uq'o1s2 Holes in rTMG at wri s t Use as i s Closed 
' 11930763 Torn Re-wor k not Clos ec -
T.O drawin6 ' 
ll930768 Deformed Boot Soles ·Use as i s Closeci 
-11930770 Improper Operation - Rework C.losec 
Thermo coup le 
11930731 Drrproper Operation - Rework Close~ 
I'Jlh Pl"''''ln ~onnle ·, ' 
11930014 Worn ITMG, Cracked Rework not Closec MR MSC 03693 - Clr.J~·- ; "' 
Boot Soles to drawing Repair procedure established 
ll93o816 Torn Use a s i s Closec -
1193o820 Elec . , out of spec .- Rew .. rk to Closec l 
Themo couple drawing 
ll93o821 Elec. out of spec. - Rework to Close~ 
Ther'!:lo c c, uple dr awing : 
119100]1 Dimens iona l Toleran~e Use a s ~s C.Lose' 
119'30351 Torn Use as 1s Cl.ose~ ., 
nq~o8'52 Torn Use as i s Clcse 
; l 93o853 Torn Use as i s Cl osed . I 
ll93C904 riMG wrist c over band Re"'ork t'J Closed 
' 
came eff drawing 
11930917 . ~c~sive Jie~age Rework not Closed MR MSC 03695 - Closed, Cha~ 19 s ec min . to drawing o~rational proced ure · 
11930507 Stripped Th;read Rework to Closed 1 drawing • 
' 
uq,llOi li'Y r-P a"- iVP 1oo>v<> ~<> <hen .C:P P 1 1 0~()017 ·,' i 
ll93o659 Hvle in t i pper f~p Rework t:; ~~lased I d:rawinll 
?AIG 
~roH:;HCLATUKS Iill-n£.:-. s/N 
:?ll:!et ~7L-l02o43-0l 003 
C,mfort Gloves A7L-l03J56-05 050 
--
-o6 
.c.V Gloves A7L-203025-0l I -CJ2 057 
i. zca:: B0ot s ATL-loCJ43-03 030 
1-r::A 
'L ...E A-4 
-iU;J.,J::?TC .--.i'D:: :'? H !H l_.:_:-_':" 
LUNA.'R. SUI'-&' ACb ~UALITICA'l'IOI~ D:SMONSTF.A'l'IO!I ITEI·1S 
"""'""- - -
4 ~
DR Nil-lEER. FAULT DT~-~[JS IN 
ll9,o829 LubrL:at .i e-n stai ns Use as is 
llQ-=lO"i24 Cut 
11930531 Improper Ass e1:1bl:: Rework to 
drawing 
1193073 ( Temperature Charact. Use as is 
out of spe..:!. (..::ancien-
sation) 
u91ong Moisture in !\elmet Use as i s 
ll930'f40 Distorte vision due to Use as is 
condensation 
llQ~0767 Scratc!1ed. Use as is 
llq~o84q Cut Use as J.s 
11930920 Not tested, PIA/ Funct. OK for use 
Test as noted 
1193o832 Slipping Use as is 
il93o4f8 · Lacks Drawing Provide re-
quired doc -
tnrl@.nt 
11930725 Torn Stitching Rework not 
to dra:wins;~; 
11930746 Wear of ch,romel "R 11 OK for use 
Torn as noted 
11930764 Torn Rework not 
to drawing 
1193o815 Torn Rework. not 
to drawing 
ll93o848 Torn Rework not 
to drawin!Z 
11930658 Torn stitching on pa lm Rework not 
tQ d.rawin&~: 
llQ~o670 Role in Beta. cuff Use as is 
11930765 Torn Use as is 
ll9'\0744 Hole in bottom of Line Use as is 
11930723 Hole in liner and sole Use as i s 
cr&l"k P-d 
--------
\ 
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. 
R'T'A'"'TT~ C C"'-~ .'7--= 
Plosed 
~lose.i 
,._.l,)sed 
,._.lased 
~lased 
~lased 
r0losed 
f..,! lased 
f..,!.losed 
Closed 
Clo_sed 
.. 
Closed MR MSC 03644-Closed . Des ign 
c hanp;e for fut ure ~.its 
Closed 
Cl osed 
Closed 
Closed ,_ 
Closed 
. . 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
IC~osed 
- -
. ~ 
.~ 
PART 
shi ~rOI·:E.!iCL.-.I'URE lffi·!R-:::-R 
L.:.qu.:.i C_:..:ling A6L-4000C0-09 72 
G?~"1:lel1t 
. 
LEVA A IL-205000- 01 OOl 
t:'l.I'6e Valve A6L-505000-0:: 141 
8 : .. r..:::;;.;u;..: ~a.~i ·:·ns l6536G-04 -r-,..-..L).} 
.,.p ,.....,..~ alo• 
.._...EC:: A6L - 501 000-0';; k:>i 9 
I- TA 1 4- o, oS-02 13 ~4:3 
Ox:, i?;C!: c>-<Tg~ Sys. SV73101-2-2p 1'-' 
l'ABLE A-4 
Q,UlU.ll'ICKriON Jl\ Sl.Ji-~. :..,.',f\Y 
LUNAR SURFACE QUALIFIC ATION m:l·IOI:STR.-\TI0£1 ITEMS 
J:" clllc i v ~ 
DR ~fUIBBR FAULT ' DISPOSrriON 
ll9<.0054 Contaminated Use as is 
lli<.0747 Worn and st a i ned Use as is 
ll9~o:3sli. Contaminated Use as i s 
ll93072i . p.ressure po~nt and red OK for use 
stain as noted 
il930738 Pressure point at both OK for use 
wrists as noted 
ll93o45l Lacks drawing for Prov~de 
insoection drawi ng 
il9,0567 ~proper Operation Use as is 
11930724 Stripped wil·e on Use as ~s 
t hermo couole 
11930766 Hole in collar and Use as is 
scratches 
u~CI8so Torn Use as i s 
ll93o622 Improper Operation Rework to 
drawinlil: 
1193o619 Improper Operation Rework to 
drawing 
ll9)o620 Improper Operation Rework t .o 
drawing 
119:<.0CJ4.q r.n 1 ti ~oat ina worn Use as i s 
11930344 O:cifice dimension Rework 
incorrect draw·ing 
2..1931169 Lacks ·Documentation Rework to 
drawing 
119jQ950 Torn Rework to 
d.rawj,ng 
(No DR 'a) 
lf§30030 Uncomfortable chaff~ Use as :i.s 
119~0041 I.mproper Operat~on U&e . as is 
1393o678 02 Pressure Low Modify 
urocedure 
·. 
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LUNAR SURFACE QUALIFICATIDr! DJ:l.tO!IS7RATION .ITE!-IS 
4 
P.ART 
no:.:w.: L).TURE W.IBER s/n DR NU.IBER FAULT DISPOS:rr'ION STATUS ~ otvtt.rr. ;·J'T-c: 
.':::-:ab~c Life S:.tp- SV70Cl00-6-4- 017 
purt Systel!l pl 
l39309o8 Improper Operat i on Rework to Closed I 0 
· rnstrUillent a.tinn dre.Winll · 
13930731 Binding/Sticking Use as is Closed 
13930905 Electrical Character- Use as is Closed 
iRtic-a nut "'f' .,.,.,.,,., ull 
. 13930907 Improper Qperation- Rework to Closed l 
Instrumentation draw ins;; ~ 
139~o697 Torn Thermal Cover · Use as is · . Closed 1} 
13930736 . Pressure CP~racter- Use as. is C~osed 
istice out-of-spec.-
'IJA.rnino t-.nn<>-nn .Pl~acr r.· . .,. 
13930750 Electrical Character- Rework to Closed ' 
-istice out -of-spec. 
13930751 Tbermo:ouple read Tn Rework to Closed ~ 
error drawing 
13930526 Improper Identifica- Rework to Closed 
ttnn drawing 
13930749 Broken teet lead Rework t o Closed 
drawing 
13931988 Cracked/Chipped Cover · Use as is Open tom Onen· 
13930732 Thermo couple· 1f: 12 Rework. to · 1 C.losed 
inooerative draw in~ 
13930733 Vent ed to Ethyl a lco- Test to Closed 
hal environment · applicable 
procedures 
l393o666 Battery Voltage Low ·· OK for use Open Modify Current Limiter o::>er 
. aa noted service instruction number 
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This appendix contains a summary of memorandmns and waivers pertaining .to 
qualification and teetirtg a£ EMu itents £or the Apollo pl'Ogram. · 
MFMJ/ . 
WJUVER-.# DATE · 
- · 
7/24/68 EC65-069 
7/31/68 EC98100174 
8/22/68 
8/28/68 EC95l.NB0290 
8/1/68 EC76EC128 
8/16/68 EC951NC0~44 
8/5/68 EC9llMA019 5 
8/2/69 EC76EC079 
f{/28/68 NC3-68-8-495M 
EC921EC2303 
Communications Carrter 
InFlight Coveralls 
InFlight HeJ..me!t Stowage 
Bag 
Neck Dam . 
EMU Maintenance Kit 
Neoprene Cover Glove 
PGA Acoustic Noise· Tests 
EMU Maintenance Kit 
Automatic InJectorS 
Pressure Gage 
EMU Test Items for EMI 
Test 
InFlight. Coverall Gar. 
Odor & Toxicity Report 
Neck Dam EMU MK 
co~ 
'Material testing only 
on redesigned CCA for 
sf c. 101 'flight. 
WaiVer for _S/C 101 
Vibration 
Acceleration 
Shock 
Conduct test at max. 
Q condi t1,oning rather 
than at ID$X abort con-
ditions. 
· Delete Salt Fog Test 
Qual of P/N EC20003~6-
o4; S/N i69 is valid 
:f"or RMK 108 and BMK 109 
MR 03504, saJ,.t foe; test 
failure 
Use environmental test 
ha;rdware for EMI tests 
rather than interface 
test harQ.wa.re 
Delet.e Salt Fog and low 
temp Qual .teste 
Approval of report by 
NC ~3 
Delete: Vibration, 
Acc!'lleration, Shock 
.. 
.. 
-: 
( 
'""" 
I 
· ~ 
{ 
~ 
. 
I 
\ 
, 
c._ 
DATE 
8/2/68 
10/4/68 
1/16/69 
l/15/f$ 
2/17/69 
4/l0/69 
6/13/69 
MEMO/ 
WAIVER# 
EC9~2303 
EC921NA0413 
EC65:r0168 
EE36/69-7 
EC951NA100El 
EC95J.NAll86 
EC951NAl453 
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COHNTS 
1?GA Sal.t Water 1!1DIIII9reiori. lieek Dam requt:red 
Test 
ll'lo.urel Coating of zy 
Gloves· 
. A6~l03000-ll/12 
Bioinstrumenta.t:Lom. $ys 
EM! requirements 
·Mission ":P" ElOC Tests 
ot EMU 
. EVC use in L.S. ~uaJ. • 
PGA S/N 050 
Feedwater Collection 
Bags 
Qual test r&ll' ci 
C,yeUng, Q]cy'g~n and 
Hwidity; Salt Foe,· 
Low Temp; W~ 'lrel" *-\l. 
others 
·wai vel' EMJ: Spee. 
based on GAEC wemo 
Report · on out-of-
.s:pec. conditio.ns 
Use JWC2 to. qualify 
EVCl and .2 · 
Ship to IfJ!V fOF tm. .. . 
manned te&ts 'With 
outst~ing DR's. · 
Delete tne following 
from qualification: 
Oxygen and Humidity, 
Stowage IDw Temp. , · 
~ibration, ShoCk. · 
i • 
{ 
